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PRESERVATION should be one
of the very corner-stones of our
activities, yet I believe tha,t in some
cases o withshakey tand-
rn_g ls thingwhich the
op,posite of our averred goal.

The survival of instru,ments

and glue, or their relatively easy
removal for repair, are characteris-
tics not to be gainsaid. Plastics and

ake for a
but the

ubsequent
made that

much more difficult if not
inapossible through their use. I
have in mind a late eighteen,th
century strest organ which came

wood had to be split in order to
remove the component parts.

Too often we are tempted to
mod,ify such and such an- instru-
ment to take such and such a
standard roll, therebv destroving
the originality of the instrumentl
It is this thoroughly selfistr
modernisation which I find most
distasteful.

O,ne point, though, ought to be
made and that is that tonal and

was often done in regular organ
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repair shops and, in several notable
cases, by the oniginal makers of the
organ themselves. One readilv-
available specimen of this con-

tions for which it was never
intended.

and other poor
f conversion, it
argued that the

of these instru-
ments also depended on their
ability !g mgvef musically speak-
ing, with the times. -Fldxible
musical programmes to meet
oclectic trends were of far greater
value than a preserved orlan in
original conditio'n with a'barrel
pinned wirth out-dated music.

If. one neds an instance of
successful modernisation, then one
has only to look at the Dutch
street organs, almost all of which
have been so altered throughout
their lives that their orlsinal
tonality is lost. That this is a piff
is but of academic interest sinci:

Museum van Speeldoos tot piere-
ment in Utrecht will reveal a
Waldkirch-built Gavioli which
plays a selection of music from
the show Hair with such orchestral

continued on page 118



IMPERIAL SYMPHONION
UNLIKE Polyphon, whose American off-
shoot grew to become a major producer and
innovator of musical boxes, when Sym-
phonion opened its New Jergey.factory it
never quite reached the big-time 'sales.
There was no shortage of ideas, though, and
the instruments it produced were as accept-
able a mixture of German design a n d
American styling as were the products of
Regina. Indded, some remarkable machines
weie made which bore the Proud name
Impe
triple
even
is sketchy. Q David Bowers relates

SYMPHONION is a name which
is familiar to all music box
collectors. Indeed, the Symphonion

the field. By 1900 there were

Ini:eriar Srtntttitq
THE ruRST

PERFECT

arusrc
tsox

\tt,
IT HAS REVOLUTIONIZING IM-
PROVEMENTS NOT COMBINED
IN AT{Y OTHER INSTRUMENT

It plats "a thouend and one" tun6
uribreakable stel sheels, the list
standard and classical selections.u

A CONSTANT PLEASI.JRE TO YOUR
HOUSEHOLD AND YOI'R FRIENDS

€xFd workmanshiD
r uilents cost lrcm tt
eet uP. On rfteipt oI
catalogle aod intle
ve.

SYMPHONION MFC. CO., Dept. C'
I tO-14 West 32d St., New York

Above: Tyfic
Manufacturing
ing of the pe
which dates
" revolutionizing improvements t'

should be noted ! Right: Member
Walt Bellm of Sarasota, Florida'
who is President of the MBSI'
owns these three rare models, from

ins
in
X
in

same style case.

bv Q Devid Bowers

several dozen manufacturers of

size.
Although the SYmphonionfabrik

remained-in business through the
1920's, by l9l0 the golden Years
were ovei. At that time the firm
had been in business neatlY 25

vears and had produced a wonder'
iul arrav of -automatic musical
instrumehts.

made -which must have con'
tributed to a fantastic inventorY
problem !- The music boxes themselves
were likewise varied. PerhaPs the
most famous to collectors todaY is

" Eroica " was produced in several

formats including upright cabinet
models and two beautiful tYPes of
hall clocks.

Less well known but nonetheless

the cabinet. What a racket this
must have made during the disc

centimeter (21+ inch) disc and
plavs I20 musical notes Plus l0
iaucer bells. This instrument is in
a large gingelbread-style ca.se and
features a tune selecting mecnanrsm
on the front. Specimens are knorp'n
of most differeht styles of urpright
Symphonion changers, but al'l are



Actually, this was not a music box

Likewise curious are such items
as the tiny Symphonion Musical
Savings Bank, a series of smallinstru scenesand which
featur almost
sound named
by a hip commentator in our own
time !), the Gambrinus model

Import tariffs
During the 1890's the market for

music boxes grew rapidly in
America. Various vendors oiTered
for sale cylinder music boxes made
in St Croix, Switzerland (the pro-
ducts of Mermod Freres were

types of imported musical ins,tru-
ments pJus the growing American
market led overseas minu_facturers

-,complete with facilities for

The large three-storey (plus c ;facturing Company. haker o .
D--rr^------ r' ln

upuuuruu u lnoeed rt extsts, has not foundrme ov-er its way into the hands of collectors.
ed at the perhaps this ui*.rc 

--*ii'- 
"ri.it

A

Delng seconcl). At
1,000 people were e

further information !

Interior view of the symphonion factory in A-.ti"". orr-il* 
"r" "number of table -o{9ll and upright instruments. This nicrrrre wqs

obviously " posed ". Note that ihJ
features on the underside of the lid a
instruments. This same lithograph
Symphonion instruments

Within the confines of this three_
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The three-disc Sym-
phonion Eroica remains
bne of the most sought-
after disc-playing
musical boxes in the
world today. Introduced
in London at Christmas,

tion of Member Ruth
Bornand in New York,
has an American-built
case and is quite dif-
ferent from the LeiPzig
stvle of cabinet which
feitured a disc-storage
space in the bottom
which. in some models,
hineed forward as a
prdper disc-bin. The
ilock was not a fea-
ture of LeiPzig-built
examples.

authors' possession notes that
discs wer-e rnanuJactur€d there
until shontly before 1900, and that
sales in later years were made from
the massive unsold inventorY on
hand after that date.

tuned com'bs, 12 saucer bells, and
which uses a 271 inch diameter
disc. The instrument is virtually
identical to the Ge,rman-made
Symphonion Orchestrion style
number 118G1. The onlY major
difterence rbetween the two is that
the German instruments are driven

whereas the American discs are

German made similar instruments,
the American made discs have
both dimples and slots alternately
along the rim.

Triple giant
A very curious ImPerial SYm-

phonion is the three 
-disc model

wtrictr uses stvle number 106 discs
measuring 17f inches in diameter.
Unlike the Geiman made " Eroica "
which uses smaller (14 inches in
diameter) discs arranged in upright
format and one above the other,

showrooms in Union Square (a

headquarters for music box display
.ooms at the time - for several
other vendors were located there
at well). An 1898 SYmPhonion
advertisement noted : " The new
American-made
first and onlY
with patented
discs. It has

containing thousands of tunes to
select from. For sale bY our

factu,ring " was done bY the SYm-
phonion Manufacturing CornPanY
in America.
Imported mechanisms

A look at extant examPles of

not the cases were rnade bY SYm'
phonion i,tself or whether they
were Droduced bv an outside con-
tractoi. The si-milaritY between
certain cas€s used bY ImPerial
Symphonion and other -New-ferseY
nianufacturers, espciallY Regina
and F G Otto & Son, leads the
author to believe that an outside
contractor may have been resPo!-
sible for at least some of thern. It
is fairlv certain, however, that
discs w-ere actually manufactured
in the New JerseY facilitY. An
original factory letter in the

Beauti
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Above, left and right: $he Imperial Symphonion with
its three lTtins discs The onrate, carvd front of this,
the socalled pianostyle ciase, is made in two halves
and is hinged so that it folds downwards to reveal the
playing mechanisms. Ttvo large disc-storage bins are
provided and the discs are made in sets of three rather
like the sets which were especially made for the Eroica
Altematively thrrce copies of the same disc could be
played at once. Left: A fine specimen of an American-
cased blonde-wood cabinet ff{ins disc twin Sym-
phonion. This specimen is one of two - the other being
a Leipaig-made walnut-ty14 cased specimen - in the
museum operated by Walt Bellm in Florida. llhe
Imperial is also in his collection. Pictures by The
Editor.

Below: View of the disc storage facility in the Sym-
phonion factory at Asbury Fark. The shape of the
ceiling (not included in tlis relroduction) indicates
that this nust have been located in the top floor of
the building.

the American instrument uses

author. As is the case with the
German made " Eroica," the
American Imperial Symphonion
features slightly different arrange-
ments on each of the three discs

- the result being a " stereo "
effect when the unit is heard while
standing near the front.

The Symphonion Manufacturing
Company ceased operation in

1900's. In
Automatic
noted that

a trade magazine article of. 1902
mentioned that the firm had
branches in Leipzig, Germany, and
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Left: From the magazine Cosmo-
politan for November 1897 comes
this no;tice referring to " the New
American Made Symphonion ".
Two months earlier, the notice
(right) apDeared from the address
of Gtatz in New York. The
advertisement, lower left, goes
back to 1892 and shows that
Ga,utschi of Philadelphia was then
importing from Leipzig. All
original ads in this article loaned
to 'The Editor by Dr Paul Otten-
heimer, 'Thorofare, New fersey.

in St Croix, Switzerland. No other
reference to the St Croix branch
has €ver been found, and at
present it is totally unexplained.
It is known, howe.ver, that certain
marketers of the Imperial Sym-
phonion in America also sold
Stella musio boxes and other pro-
ducts of Mermod Freres of St
Croix - so perhaps there was some
inter-connection here. However.
the author is not aware that any
instruments made in St Croix were
actua,lly sold in America under the
" Symphonion " label.
'Scarce today

Today examples of the American
made Imperial Symphonion instru-
ments are fairly scarrce in
collections. Original production
(otr " assembly " may be a more
accurate word, as noted earlier) in
New jersey must have been rather
limited. We know that Regina
made approximately 100,000 disc
type music boxes from 1894-1921
('the original factory records are in
the author's possession). Based
upon the number of Imperial Sym-

phonion music boxes surviving
today it is the author's estimate
that perhaps 5,000 to 10,000 of the
latter rnake were sold-and even
this figure may be on the high side.

Regina was a fantastic success
in the American rrnarket. Poly-
phon sent to America some of its
best talent to set up the Regina
firm and backed it up with ample
financing ar,rangements. Certainly
the market existed in America for
Symphonion to do likewise. But
it didnlt. Why ? Perhaps someday
we will know the full story.

Special thanks are given by the
author to Ms Elisabeth Watson and Mr
Murtogh Guinness for the previously
unpublished Imperial Symphonion
factory illustrations used in connection
with this article. Additional material
added, as credited, by The Editor.

(r t.Dea[ng
A USEFUL item for player piano
work which will often eliminate
messy opera'tions with glue, is the
self-adhesive binding tape which
can be purchased frorn most haber-
dashery and haldware stores. It
is available in several widths and
colours with a protective covering
which you remove for application.
Besides presenting an attractive
finish, it is ai'rrtight and particular,ly
time saving where a board of
bleeds or gauze screens need seal-
ing off after inspection. I't will
adhere firmly with a rninimum of
pressure and presents no problem
to remove. This self-adhesive ta,pe
is atrso excellent for bindring the
broken backs of music volumes or
other books, mending record
covers if they have split, rol,l bxes,

The Symphonion Mfg. Co., i
D.pt. A. lA E. l4th Stroct t{cw York, I

the l\ew Iersey SJ'rnphonion assembly rooms. Le-ft is the largest
,a c^mnr;v rn;de- 'the Imnerial Svmnhonion Orchestrion hadstyle the company made-. itre Imperial Symphonion Orchestrion had

trio tuned steell c6mbs, 12 saucer bells and played a 27$ins disc. Cases
were in mahogany and oaik. Thris wEs the largest diallgter-musical box
of anv kind asseribled in Amelica - outranking the 27ins Regina. The
back 

-wall 
features plaques on which are mounted the components of

nine difierent styles of movement'

ORPHEA
fl,lUSlC BOXES
ire the s ornlrlete,tone-sustain rrcrf'ect llu'-
sical lJoxes humbcr of
tunes can for thcm.

OLD TUSIC BOXES GABEFULLY
REPAIRED AXD ITPROYED.

G AUTSC l| | & S0 N S, {'.8fi ,ffi58[$"I^:'.
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BHA's IMPERIAL
AFTER the story of the Imperial'Symphonion, it should
not be forgotten that there was another musical box -a disc one at that-which bore this name. Far from
being 'Teu'tonic in origin and fostered in America, this
one spnling up in the land of the cylinder musical box

-'Switzerland.At least two famed makers o,f musical boxes in that
country were Britons who emigrated. One was George
Baker. The other was Barnett Henry Abrahams whose
business was founded in St Croix in 1857 and subse-
quently carried on by his sons as Les Fils de Barnett H
Abrahams at Rue des Arts 3.

As a musica,l box maker, he was prolific and his trade-
mark, the initials BHA and an eight-lninted multi.
faceted star with a lion facing left with his front feet
resting on a terrestial globe, is well-known amongst
collectors today. Cylinder musical boxes were made
under the name Victoria (indicating MIA's British back-
ground and, more importantly, recognising thart the
British Isles at that time represented a maior market-
place for Swiss musical boxes.

Soon after the turn of tfie century, when the effects
of the developing popularity of the disc musical box were
being felt in Switzerland, BHA introduced its own Swiss
disc musical box - the Imperial. Although these were
basically cheaper than 'German instruments, the larger
models had an extremely fine if strident tone and all
were loud without being'in any way harsh.

The Imperial seems likely to have been made for the
German market in direct competition with the Leipzig
industry. For the UK market, though, the identical
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instrument was mar,keted under the name Britannia and
the sole distributors were the Star 'silver Depot in
London. The bedplate casting, invariably painted silver,
had the name " Britannia " cast into it along with the
Star company's name. Imperials iust had the name cast
tn.

Rec.ently, your Editor purchased a trade catalogue
issued by the London firm of Barnett Samuel and Sons

that four sizes are listed{}hs, 9ins, lffins and lTfins.
As the Britannia, the last-mentioned had an 4coustically-
designed cabinet with a soundboard separate from the
back.

Barnett 'Samuel w ed at
32 and, 34 Worship , and
had a piano facto,ry The

few years ago. One can-
ibility of a relationship
having in their titles so

9l



THE NEW POLYPHON
ST.]PPLY COMPANY

THE YEAR started with a fire which
razed four Central London acres and
included some of the worst blizzards of the
century. In May, Gladstone died and was
buried in Westminster Abbey. It was also
the year that two young men from Saxony
set up a London musical box business
which was to become the biggest of the era

- and the last. They even bought up
bankrupt Nicole Freres. THE MUSIC
BOX recently met the descendants of that
company and uncovered a fascinating
story
BACK in 1898, if you wanted to
travel, you needed no passport or
other travel documents - you just
put on your hat and went. For
l9-year-old Arthur Ficker, the
familv business of cotton millers at
Zschopau just outside Dresden in
Saxony held little charm. Besides,
he was ,more interested in com-
merce and the possibilities aftorded
bv the new German musical box
iridustry. Among ' his wealthy
bachelor uncles he secured
promises of cash to help him set
up in business; his father, Hermann
Ficker, also promised to see his
son right. A letter of introduction
to the manager of the Polyphon
Supply C-ompany in London was
also forthcoming, and so off he set
for England.

The Polyphon Supply Company
had enjoyed a somewhai chequereb
history. The first London distri-
butors &
Regina by
Nicole in
1896. res
was already a London-owned com-
pany, having be,en taken over by
Charles Eugene Brun who joined
it originally as manager in Octo-
ber. 1881.

Problems and confusion
The subsequent formation of the

P olyphon Supply Company
endeavoured to take a large share
of the mushrooming disc musical
box business awav fiom the Nicole
company's oftshobt. Manager was
a young German named Curt
Herzog. Although Ficker had
never met Herzog before, Herzog
also came from Zschopau close to
the Czech bor.der. In fact his
father was the village schoolmaster.
Four years Ficker's senior, Herzog
had already been in London several
years trying his best to run the
Polyphon Supply Company which
was largely financed by buisness-
men from Saxonv.

The first address for the PSC
(until 1898) was 3 Bishopsgate
Stree,t Without, London EC, but
then it moved into the same build-
ing as Henry Kilein & Co.

The story is more than usually

New Polnrhon Supply Company
founders pictured after the golden
iubilee luncheon of Lugton & Co
in November, 1951. Left: Arthur
Ficker, born March 4th, 1879;
died December l4th, 1966. Right:
Curt llerzog, born September 23rd,
1875; died August 2fst, 1956.

complicated, for Henry Klein was
the biggest wholesaler (trade dis-
tributor) of Polyphons in London
and as such his company was sole
consignee for the Leipzig agents
H Peters & Co. Peter's founded
in 1887 at Thearterplatz I, Leipzig,
was one of several principal
shippers of Polyphons to England.
Klein's business was at 84 Odord
Street.

When the Polyphon Supply
Company moved into rooms at
Klein's Oxford Street address to
serve the retail ,trade and to rent
instruments to public houses and
amusernenrt arcades, it was obvious
that confusion would soon arise.
Indeed 'the righteous Klein was
forced to insert a notice in the
trade papers to the efiect that his
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trade was quite seDarate from that
of the PSC. These notices are tobe found in The Music Bm,
Volume 5, page 322. The pSC
obtained its instruments from
another famous Leipzig distributor,
Hugo Popper & eq- founded in
1891 at Reichsstrasse 33/35, but
also bought, probably unwisely,
from Peters via Klein.

own supervisors.
It was with this unbusinesslike

situation with its undertones of
animosity from Klein and the trade
that Arthur Ficker found himself.
The two men from the far-off
Saxony village decided that thev
shoul'd try to do something aboul

covered that most of the share-

to try to reorganise the business
back into a state of profitability.

New compa.ny formed
Arthur Ficker took up 7362

shares in the new ventuie, and
Herzog 1000. Ficker's father in
Dresden took up 375, and various
other relations back home added
their contribution. A fresh com-

hived off. Other shareholders in
the business were G Reicheldt
(Ifermann Ficker's father-inJaw),
May Ficker (Arthur Ficker's wife),

og (Curt Herzog's
family members
mostly from the

The whole ,musical box business

had made its disastrous venture

Ely--Place musical box company.
Earlier that year, Henry Kleil had
retired from business. At that

Qfree! Nicole Freres, Iate of Ely
Place." And, just to add som!
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gambling mach'ines at the bac,k and
Gold-Moulded Records at l/6d each
20|in Sublima down to the moulded-

: faster. . . . 
ith gleaming l5|in discs selling at

reflected r€spectability by way of
age, a line was added which said
" Established l815 ".

Business thrived for the two

20 per cent
day. Curt
through a
Plain when
Victorian mugger. He fought oft
his would-be attacker, laYing him

ness became very profitable. Its

1877, he started as a newsboY,

came to Britain in a cattle boat with
iust f6 in his pocket, once spent a

career in gramophones by joining
His Master's Voice as an office
boy, was closely involved in the
Columbia organisation and became
chairman of Electrical & Musical
Industries until he resigned in
1939. He d'ied in 1958. But as far
as Herzog and Ficker were con-
cerned, their meeting and su,b-
sequent friendship with Louis
Sterling was to prove extremelY
fortuitous.

Interned as aliens
Meanwhile, war had broken out.

To begin with, Ficker and Herzog
were not worried. Their business
was well away from matters of a
hostile nature. In any case, theY
were now well established in Eng-
land. However, the Trading with
the Enemy Act of 1914 and its
A,mendment (1910 were inescaP-
able. German-owned companies

were to be sequestered, their
Teutonic operators to be interned
as aliens for the duration. In due
course, the long arm of the law
stretched out, Fioker and Herzog
were arrested and the NPSC sold
under the Alien Properties Act.
The two men were interned in, of
all places, London's Alexandra
Palace which had been hastily con-
verted as a war-time detention
centre. By a strange coincidence,
they were imprisoned in the tower
which later became the building
from which the BBC transrnitted
all its television programmes until
the 1950s. Ficker became elected
spokesman for the Germans in his
section. Herzog was later trans-
ferred to Holland on an exchange
basis for British prisoners of war.

With the NPSC soldl oft, a ne$'
name came to the fore - Robert
Willis. It was he who reformed
the business as the British Poly-
phon Company at the 2 and 3

Newman Street premises, with a
branch at 27 lamaica Street, Glas-
gow. His son, Gordon, later
joined the management team.

When the war was over and
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Ficker was released, he was content
to remain in England where he
subsequently married a Stafiord-
shire girl and settled in London.

ciated from the 'business thev had
so profitably resurrected id ttre
pre-war years.

British Folyphon entered the
gramophone business and, in
1927, changed its name to Dulcetto
Polyphon Ltd, becoming a public
company. Robert Willis was again
managing director. With the
tradernark of a parrot, the
company, factored gramophones
(including its own-brand Duloetto),
wireless, radio accessories and
gramophone records, emphasising
the " Poly " part of the narme.

The early 1930s saw the dismal
trading conditions of the slu,rnp
and the company entered difficul-
ties first in 1933. recovered and
then, in 1935, collapsed in one of
the more spectacular bankruptcies
to characterise a period in which
so many gram companies, including
Itonia and the Metropole Record
Co. folded.

Lugton and Louis Sterling
Now we must consider the

second half of the story and go
across to London's East End where
Lugton & Co was established.

William Lugton began business
AS

in
he
an
disagreement between the father
in Scotland and his son in London.
each became a separate entity.
That in London secu-red a contract
in the 1890s for the manufacture
of stencils for the General Post

pany, it was described as manu-
facturers and distributors of cycle,
motor and aeroplane parts.

has some Lugton technology in it.
But that is-away ahead"-of the
story.

William Lugtons' son in London
was ofte
phonogr
packed
he bought a number of barrels-full.

w:N just three years
after Nicole Frere's
entry into making
gramophone records.
The ITIPSC said it had
" acquired the goodwill
and stock" of the
busincss.
Left : Earlier, in lan-
uary of 1899, the NPSC
published this notice
concerning the two-
tunes.per-disc Sirion.

When he sorted them out, he
found to his dismay that there
was only one title p6r barrel and
he realised he either had to go into
the record business in a big way,
or get out of it quickly. He chose
the first course and becarne factor
for Edison Bell (which went bank-
rupt in January, 1933) and the
Columbia Company with which
Louis Sterling was closely involved.

Subsequently, Lugtons began
making the Maxitone gramophone
and its own-brand records under
the Bandmaster label. But being
in the East End, Lugtons was not
an important wholesaler and, as
the 1920s advanced, the company
was played out. The firm was on
the way down. Louis Sterling
remembered Ficker and Herzog,
then vegetating in the country, and
went to see them. He told them
that he was connected with this
small out-of-the-way wholesaler of
gramophones and that he thought
it would be a good idea if the two
now-naturalised Britons from
Saxony would take it over. They
responded by buying maiority
shareholdings in the company and
becoming joint managing directors.
Business prospered once more in
the experienced hands of Curt
Herzog and Arthur Ficker.

In 1909, Lug'tons had been at
150 Otd Street. The business now
moved to Iarger premises at l3j-
135 Old Street. A maior fire
forced them to move to 203 Old

Street where the company
expanded in the 'thirties. When
Dulcetto Polyphon collapsed
Gordon Willis (son of Robert
Willis) gave Herzog and Ficker a
framed, coloured lithograph which
had originally hung on the wall of
the New Polyphon Supply Com-
pany's offce at Newman Street
and which had pa.ssed into the
hands of the British Polyphon
Company and hence to Dulcetto
Polyphon. To Willis (who later
joined the Collaro gramophone
company) this memento was of no
value. To Ficker and Herzog,
tlough, it was an instant con-

Blown to pieces
In 1940, with England again atwar with Germany, Lugtons

received a direct hit and the build-
ing was blown to pieces by a bomb.
A new home was found in Tot'ten-
ham Court Road and Lugtons con-
tinued there until last October
when it moved to a spacious new
warehouse at Hornsey, North
London. Today the business is in

continued on page 124

ST()(}KoT MUSICAL B()XES
SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY.
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About 201 of thc \lell Known
Penny.in-Slot Polyphons No. 104
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Sonre of these are already advrotagcou:l)

placed irr Liceosed llouses,

NEW POLYPHON SUPPLY CO.
2. Nem Stret, LondoD, 'w. t|,ld.

In October, f906, the Ne; Polyphn Supply C-onlnny advertised-the
musical box stock of Nicole Freies from ih-e Ofrcial Liquidator. This

THE LATEST AUTOIIIATIC MUSICAL BOX.
NOVELTY.

The Sirion.
PATENf.

SUPEBSEDU{C ALf, OTEEBS.
Tso Airs in place ol one. [ull Revohaion 0t the Dlsc lor elch Atr.

SOLE AGENTS:

THE ilEW P(ITYPH(III SUPPTY C(l. (LIM.)
137, Oxford Street, London, W,
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DLJO-ART t)s AMPICO
G C Lomas discusses u,hich system he believes is better

SINCE the l9I2 to I9l5 period
when the Duo-Art and Ampico
system were conceived, the con-
troversy has continued : which is
the better system? Over t h e
time-span of manufacture of the
instruments, the controversy was
aired in the form of advertising and
salesmanship whereby the dis-
advantages and defects of the other
manufacturer's system were used
without scruples as an aid to
selling.

In present times, the controversy
continues among enthusiasts many
of whom have devoted much time
and effort in restoring their ins'tru-
ments to mint condition.

The purpose of this article is
once more to try and Put the
record straight as to which systerrn

most perfectly reproduces the
artist's playing and why. Previous
articles written on this subject
have tended to be biased by the
type of instrument owned by the
lvriter and as the writer of the
current article owns an example of
each instrument and has done con-
siderable restoration w'ork on both
systems there is no axe to grind.

For the purpose of this com-
parison, the Model A Ampico
manufactured between 1923-29 and
the Duo-Art manufactured in the
same period have been used as it is
felt these cover a high proportion
of the instruments manufactured
or sold in Britain. As the Model
B Ampico is so rare in Britain, it
will not be compared in this
article.

For the reasons laid out below
it is the firm and conclusive
opinion of the writer after many
years of regular listening to both
systems in a wide range of various
quality pianos that the Ampico is
the better instrument for faithful
reproduction of artists' recordings
on reproducing rolls. It is how-
ever very unsatisfactory for playing
ordinary themodized rolls and on
this point the Duo-Art scores,
especially with the Pedal/Electric
Model.

The superb standard of editing
applied to the large majority of
Amoico rolls is the main reason for
the 

-superiority of the Ampico as
on this point the Duo-Art falls
down very badly - calculated
dynamics resulting in either miss-

As the key-wound musical box developed towards the le'As the key-wound musical box developed towards the lever-wound musicwork of the post-1860 peri^o1l' changes

began to iake place in the design and layout of th-e components. From the ,style shown on page 98,, the fitst

^i"" tnnr iJ pr'oria" a false left"end to the case and a hin_ged fl_ap to c-onc9a-l the operating c-ontrols and winding
kevhole. At the same time, a thin wooden divider was slbtted into the right-hand end of the case to provide al provide a

this six-air

move was to prbvide a false left end to the case and a hin_ged fl_ap to c-onc9a-l the operating c_ontrols an

keyhole. At ihe same time, a thin wooden divider was slotted into-the right-hand end of the case to
narrow compartment into which the key could be placed when_ not in use. Qlting lrom lbout 1842' this six-air
Nicole Frere^s box is numbered 22545 ind comes from the collection of President Cyril de Vere Green.
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ing notes, the playing being too
loud, or incorrect contrast between
theme notes and accompaniment
notes. Had the standard of roll-
editing been u,p to the Ampico
s,tandard, then ,the Duo-Art repro-
duction would have been - far
better. Whilst the Duo-Art

accompani-
by, separate
le of better

contrast than the Ampico where
both are controlled through the
same valve, this does not work out
in practise due to reasons
mentioned in the previous para-
graph.

Regulator valve travel
The ,total regulating valve travel

on the Ampico is 3/l6in compared
with 15/l6in on the Duo-Art and
this gives the Ampico more rapid
attack and immediate return to
quiet playing than the Duo-Art is
capable of giving.

Good c'rescendo and decrescendo

Probably the most important
part in any reproducing piano is
the pneumatic stack and the
superb Amphion double valve

pneumatics to keep the striking
pneumatics in close contact with

why this feature was not used on
all Duo-drts and Ampicos as the
very early Welte Keyless pianos all
had a lost-motion device. The
single valve pneumatic stack fitted
to Duo-Arts which was manu-
factured in various forms with
different size pneumatics and
valves can only be considered an
average quality stack. Had the
Duo-Art been fi,tted with a similar
quality stack as the Ampico, the
perforrnance would have been
betrter and the ability to play
quietly without missing notes
would have been imoroved. This
is a criticism which can be applied
to most Duo-Arts.

One of the most difficult
functions to achieve on any repro-
ducing piano is accurate sustaining
pedal reproduction of the artist's
pedal effects. Ampico made exten-

sive use of extending no,te perfora-
tions to sustain notes which could

pedal is another feature which
gives the Ampico such a high
standard of reproduction. The
Duo-Art relies far more on the
pneumatic loud pedal for sustained

sections of the stack. When the
minimum interisity has been set to
about 6in on the-water gauge, the
instrument, if well restored. will
perform well wi
the most delicate
ing and should
further adiustm

the minimum intensitv to the
instructions provided on the Duo-
Art test roll. Further adjustments
can be rnade to the gaps on the
accordion pneumatics to make the
instrument perform the capacity
chord test in accordance with ithe
test roll. The Duo-Art tends to
require more frequenrt adjustment
than the Ampico, especia,lly when
the accordions have been recovered
with animal skin which has a
tendency to stretch in this applica-
tion.

When set u4r accurately to the

can perform
of the very
played piano
ost Duo-Art

owners
on som
handed
pedal is on and the intensitv islow. It -is usually- necessary to
compromise on -the 

miniinum

pany and some later models had
the second stage of the accompani-
ment accordion connected to a
pallet valve on the soft pedal so
that the minimum intensitv when
the soft_ pedal was applieii could
not go below two. Whilst some
Tinol improvement was made by
this feature, it also had the eftecl
of distorting the dynamic accom-
panrment range at lower intensities.

Superiority
The high standard of engineer-ing designs and inven,tiveness

only'be reaohed when both systems
can be compared in similar- intru-
ments in a suitable hall and before
an audielce to pass iudgemmt.

With the level of activitv takins
place at the Purcell R6om i;
recent years, and rumours of
reproducing systems being built
lnto concert size grand pianos, this
event may not be far away.

SPEED CONTROL
Gerald Stonehill loohs at the problems

THE problems of speed control on
foot-operated and electric-operated
player pianos are somewhat
different. This is due to the fact
that the pneumatic speed governor
incorporates a knife-valve equali-
ser. Such an equaliser can, at one
extremity bring the roll to a stand-
still. On foot bloruing a light
spring is essential in order to react
quickly to a change in pressure
under foot, whereas too ligb,t a
spring on electric o,peration can
oause " bottoming out " on the
equaliser.

The Pedal-El*tric Duo-Art
(PEDA) incorporates both opera-
tions. and the contradiction is dealt
with by the introduotion of a
supplementary mechanism in the
foim of a spill-valve equaliser. This

prevents pressure from buildins
gp to the -point where the lighi
foot spring bottoms out. The d"is-
advan;tage is that the available
maxfnum power is severely
reduced, resulting, in the UK, i;l
the lack of the use of a crash-valve
(since PEDA expression boxes
were even fitted to all-electric
pianos). In the USA, the pedal
electric Duo-Art was alrnost
unknown, and when ordered was
-fitted with an English expression
box, minus crash va--lve.

The adiustment of the Aeolian
speed governor is effmted by three
operatio-ns. Initia,lly one must, of
course, be certain that the shutter-
v-alve-operated rewind port is
closed when the pneumatic is
open, with leather nuts slightly
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apart to prevent tilting of the
rewind slide. The first adjustment,
then, is on the rnain slide valve,
so that, at speed zero and at speed
80 the scratch marks are iust enrter-
ing the governor box. These
ma,rks are filed on when the box
is made, in order to locate the
correct position for the speed pro-
gression on 'the time scale. The
leather nuts on ,this slide are then
screwed tight. Next the spring is
tightened until speed 70 gives one
minute on the test roll 7 feet. The
third adjustment is on the bottom-
ing out screw, more important for
ele'ctric olrration. This has to be
screwed towards the centre of the
pneumatic until it starts to aftect
speeds 50 and 60, which it must
not be permitted to do.

Speed check
Finally, the time scale must be

checked, which means test-running
7 ft of. rtest roll at speed 60-70
seconds, speed 100-42 seconds,
50-84 seconds, 80-52'5 seconds,
90-46'66 seconds, and so on.
The Aeolian Company kindly
marked 3| ft also to enable a quick
check at half-time. It of,ten
happens that this check reveals

that the spring does not possess
the standard theoretical charac-
teristics. In this case, one either
has to print a new time scale for
oneself, or adjust the slide valve in
or out, until, by a ne{M position of
the spring tension ring, the scale
falls into cor'reot position.

Test conditions
All the foregoing is, of course,

useless under high-suction condi-
tions. unless the test roll is run
under average friction braking (for
electric operation). Duo-Arts are
time set in the " Duo-Art " off
position, but in the American
pianos this presumed m,inium
loudness set, whilst on the English,
with its suppressing levers, maxi-
mum loudness occurs. Electric
speed setting 'must be set with
average loudness, i.e., average
friction brake on the paper. This
is achieved by making a j,ig to jarn
the intensity Ievers into an average
loudness setting, about power 5
on the Duo-Ar,t scale. Otherwise
the roll will not run at the intended
av€rage speed. Meanwhile, too
the tension spring on the delivery
roll brake must be at the mini-
mum, but constant, setting to

preve,nt ciphering.
Under - these conditions an

accurate speed can be achieved. It
must be rernembered that actual
master rolls had to be speeded up
and slowed down in places, before
transfer to the stencil ,to allow for
the varying friction drag on the
final roll. Recent comments on
the master rolls, made by
uninformed critics. assumed that
these tempo changes were made to
improve the pianist's playing,
whereas ,they were made to pre-
serve it, in the knowledge that
actual roll tempo is not constant in
practice.

Electric roll-drive

On late American Duo-Arts and
Ampicos, electric roll drive was
introduced, on the make-and-
break contact-breaker system. If
this introduced perfect speed con-
trol into roll drive, it could in fact
re-introduce certain slight errors.
In fact, John Farmer, in his ioint
Ampico A and B experiments, has
found greater relialbility in the air-
drive ! So he tells me. Therefore,
since the maiority of reproducing
rolls was edited with air-motors
in mind, there is something to be
said for preserving the system for
which the rolls were intended.

Certain defects can cause speed-
ups or slow-downs during electric
play. Speed-ups are more corn-
mon, being caused by an unnatural
increase in the diameter of the
take-up spool, usually because of
roll-swing or paper distortion, or
by use of too strong a spring, or by
a very long roll or badly glued
apron. English-made rolls seem
more prone to this fault, being
made of different paper, with
aprons, and sometimes having
been stored loosely woun'd in a
damp atmosphere. Slow-downs
are caused by use of an incorrect
spring, mis-setting of the bottom-
ing-out screw, unnatural friction,
or by mismatched ladder-chain and
sprockets (leaving aside the regula-
tion of the air-motor itself, which
is another subject).

What is astonishing is that a
slight mistake in timing is almost
always instantly recngnisable, in
classical music, by a musically-
aware person. If the speed sounds
wrong, it probably is wrong, and
the whole process must be checked
thoroughly until it both is right
and sounds right. This cannot be
said of popular music (with words),
which was habitually marked with
a fast tempo for dancing and 20
less for singing. This t)rye of
music can validly be played at a
tempo to suit the mood of the
occasion - as it s,till is.

This four-tune key-winder with its comb in grouns of five could date
from the period 1822 - 1830. Its tune-sheet with the initials V.L.G.
offers no clue to its attribution. Of extreme interest is the fact that it
plays an aria from
(1795-1870) first
operatic by Ross
Ladra (1817) and
Semiramide was premiered in Venice in 1823. This tune-sheet is written
in French and. Semiramide na:fiwally appears as Semirarnis. However, the
opera remained virtually unknown in France until it opened as Semiramis
in Paris in 1860. Is the box an anachronism ? More likely not, but that
this early'Swiss box had a custom-made programme. Picture uia Keith
Harding.
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ABOUT fifteen years ago at an
auction in Christchur.ch. I was
attracted by the wreck of an inter-
changeable cylinder box. I bought
this for 50/- and happily trundled
home my pize, a blackened
corroded heap of bits in a box
which someone had varnished
black, and with a broken glass
inner lid.

A minute examination rather
deflated me when I totted up what
had to be done. All three of the
eleven-inch cylinders were slosh-
ing around amongst the other bits
and pieces in the bottom of the
box. I leave to your imagination
the condition of the pins. The list
of necessary repaiis included:
great wheel completely stripped of
teeth, endless broken, escape wheel
ulseniceable, driving pins torn
out of all three cylinders and com-
pletely missing on two of thern
(fortunately the one present served
as a model for the other two
which I made), one tooth broken
on the comb and one tip broken
(not one damper wire was in place).
On top of this there was the general
rust and verdigris, etc., etc., to be
cleaned up.

Be,fore I could begin any work
it was necessary to get someone to
make a new great wheel or at least
turn oft the old teeth, sweat on a
brass ring and cut the new teeth
on it. and have a new endless
made with i,ts own escape wheel.
The day before we left for England
in l97I my wife suggested that I
take the parts to England and this
I did. I'm sure that the heaviest
part of my luggage was the barrel

I

I

)

A STRANGE
George Foster
tells the story REUNION
of his interchan{eable cylinder box
sub-assemibly and the governor
works.

At the Annual General Meeting
of the Musical Box Societv that
May, I met up with Keith Hirding
and he agreed to do the necessary
repairs and, if possible, have the
work done by the time we were to
return home. A few davs before
we left for New Zealand I went
along to Hornsey Road and sure
enough the job was done and
beautifully finished. It really was
a splen'did job as it proved now
that the whole iob has been com-
pleted. As soon after our return
as possible I got on to this box and
at last had it going on the test
chassis that I had made for this
operation. Like all collectors my
excitement comes when after the
work has been done the tunes are
heard for the first time. The airs
are all very acceptable but out of
the eighteen melodies on the three
cylinders I could identify only
four.
Unidentifiable

After carefully removing the
varnrish and dirt from the box, it
was found that a transfer design
was still pres€nt on the front and
lid. I left this in situ, going over
the box after masking the design,
with two shades of French polish
to make the wood graining. I then
had to make a similar matching
box for the two extra cylinders but
since the three were n-rmbered, 2,
3 and 4, I decided to leave a sFrce
just in case the No. I ever turned
up. The details of the box are :

controls extended to the right hand
side and protruding out from the
side of the box. Great wheel drives
the escape mechanism between the
two bar:rels, winding gear and click
on the left hand barrel, and
cylinder driving wheel on the right
hand barre,l, an arrangement which
I have never s€en on anv other
box. Unfortunately no signature
anywhere around the mechanism.
Two combs with 5l and 26 teeth
respectively. Movement No. 61525
casting No 18, base resonator
gamme number GCl3943lR (or
perhaps B).

Cylinder
" No 2 42299,64 GX 4143 . ."
" No 3 42299, GX 4143 . . ;'
"No 4 42299,69 GX 4143"

I do not think that the box is

original for three reasons. 1. This
mechanism would have had an
inlayed box and not one with
transfers. 2. Nl the hinges, lock
and control furniture are nailed
and not screwod. 3. There was no
quarter round beading at the ends
of the movement; I have added
this since. This premise rather
nullifies what may have been an
interesting early box with controls
extending through the right hand
side. If this had originally been
mounted on a matching table, thenit seems Likely the original ta;ble
and drawer were used for other
purposes.

Since I started writing this
story, I have had a very pleasant
surprise ! A friend found a

in a shed after the owner had
returned to England with the
original box and balance of
cylinders - or so the story went.
I made further enquiries- and -you guessed it - it was No I and
for the purist the stamped and
scratched numbers on the cylinder
were: "No l, 42299, GX4i43,4".
For whatever it mav mean the
numbers are identi&l on each
cylinder except an €xtra " 64 plus
2 dots" on No 2, "3 dots" on No
3, "69 " only on No 4, and "4"
only on the Number One. Of the
six airs on No I I can indentifv
only two of them.

A SERVICING which will im,prove
Duo-Art performance is to remove

make the graphite adhere better
and give a better finish. Over the
years the knife valves tend to
stiffen in movement and this treat-
ment ensures that thev will act
without restriction and'often pro-
duces a noticeable difference on
rolls which previously lacked
expresslon,

P M THACKARY (PPG)
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M TJ SICAL BOXES
ACROSS THE, WORLD
IN this suryey, the Editor considers the parts played in the
development of the musical box industry by various
countries outside Switzerland. He finds that the French and
Swiss makers concentrated in a small border area and
assesses the reasons why America became far more important
than Britain in the closing years of comb-playing mechanical
musicwork

Eastern Central
Europe
TWO centres of musical box
manufacture are immediatelv
identifiable in this area of eastern
central Europe. The first was
Prague in Bohemia. Next comes
Vienn,a in Lower Austria. A prob-
able third centro is worth con-
sidering as well - Budapest in
Hungary.

Prague appears to have been a
very early centre of musicwork
and, as suggested on page 53, it
is possible that some of the very
earliest musicwork emanated from
Prague and also Vienna. Certainly
by the early part of the nineteenth
century Prague was the home of a

number of musical box makers
who produced the style of move-
ment for fitting into clocks and
automata which is so characteristic
of the area - fundamentally with
the comb reversed, i.e., treble teeth
to the left of the cylinder.

Vienn,a also produced musical
boxes of the self-same type,
in fact the Prague and Vienna
products are often virtually
indistinguishable.

Budapest is included in this list
as the result of careful surmise, for
although so f.ar no Budapest
musical box makers have been
traced. musical automaton-makers
abounded and a number of musical
box agenrts practised. In considera-
tion of Budapest's position in the

Hungarian trade plus the fact that
it later had a thriving gramophone
industry, it would be difficult to
consider the city as not having
contributed to the musical box
scene although much of its output
might never have reached Western
eyes or ears,

One would expect the Budapest
musicwork to follow the style of
the Viennese/Prague movehents
and it would be interesting to try
,to trace examples of this presently
hypothetical craft locale.

France and two
epocfis
THE musical box industry in
France is thought to have beirn of
some considerable importance at
two distinct stages in the history of
musicwork. First there is the
strong probability that French
clockmakers were responsible for
some of the very earliest uses of
the tuned steel comb. This is dis-
cussed on page 53. Certainly
Breguet seems to have been mak-
ing early cylinder musicwork
around the end of the l8th cen-
tury. Paris as a centre of clock-
making was nowhere near as
important as London, yet here
some early and as yet undefined
contribution to the history of the
musical box appears to have been
made.

Paris produced its own handful
of important makers such as
Alibert, Bontems and Bordier,
the last two being mainly makers
of singing birds. Much of the main
part of France's musical b o x
industry lay very cloEe to Switzer-
land in that area adjacent to the
French fura. Besangon, formerly
in Franche Compt6, then Doubs,
bred fine clockmakers and makers
of musicwork. The area is famous
for at least one great family of
musical box makers, L'Epee. The
founder of the industrv was born
just across the Swisi border in
Neuchltel Canrton and finallv
settled in St Suzanne three kilo-
meters south-west of Montb6liard
where he set up a production which
became known throughout t h e
world. A large proportion of his
output was sold under the name
of Thibouville-Lamy of Paris. Paris
was the location of another reputed
maker, Andre Soualle, who pro-
duced at St Denis, 7 miles north

Musical keys from the past . aa

Really miniature musicwork is demonstrated by these two musical watch
keys formerly in the C W Bruce collection (the " Seeby " of fohn Clark's
book). Both in gold and enamel, that on the left features a medallion
llins wide by lin high with embossed ornament in two shades of gold
with a cornucopia motif above. One tune is played. Right : the medallion
is the same size but is elaborately embossed with two panels in painted
enamels. One side shows a lake with a bridge; the other a vase of flowers.
Four snakes surround the medallion and again one tune is played.
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or,n" citv centre.
Franie'-s contribution, as regards

volume, was fairly extensive and
was centred on L'Epee.
German Bmpbe
GERMANY was something of a
late starter in the musical box
business. Several earlv makers
were producing quality work in the
mid-nineteenth century, but no
evidence of a concerted industrv
can be found prior to about 1870
when Ehrlich began making
organettes following soon after-
wards by Lochmann.

It was the disc musical box,
invented by Ellis Parr in London
and Paul Lochmann in Leipzig and
produced in the latter city, that
really put the Fatherland on to the
path to becoming one of the
world's major musical box pro-
ducers. Although not many
cylinder machines were built, from
1886 onwards vast numbers of disc
machines were turned out from
factories in Leipzig, then also in
Berlin and later Thuringia and
Saxony. German technologists
perfected the disc musical box and
later took their knowledge, craft
and experience to America where
in a veritable riptide of creativity,
New Jersey and Leipzig became
the most important centres of disc
boxes in the world.

Germany's trade and industry
was effectively killed oft by the
start of the 1914 - 18 war and in
the irony of things, in its attempt
to dwarf the Swiss musical box
industry it succeeded, only to be
overthrown by events which it was
not strong enough to resist.
Switzerland, the neutral, quietly
continued in the making of modern
meohanisms.

In the early 1970s, the disc-box
was put back into production by
Studio Oyen near Cologre, the
instrument chosen being the
Kalliope named, for commercial
reasons, Symphonion. This was
described on pages 440 et seq of.
Volume 6.

It should not be forgotten that
Augsburg was the centre of mech-
anical musical instruments as earlv
as the start of the seventeenth cen-
tury. Here clockwork spinets,
mechanical organs and complex
automata were being produced by
a handful of craftsmen whose work
remains without equal. This craft-
work was almost completely
extinct by the end of the eight-
eenth century. The same could be
said of Dresden. Mechanical music
also featured in clocks made in the
small area of Schwarzwald, Baden,
bounded by Freiburg, Waldkirch,
Triberg, Furtwangen, Vcihrenbach,
Villingen and Neustadt. This

of The Editor.

-this explains the presence of a
London hallmark on so many of
the very early Swiss pieces. Liter,
movements for Swiss cvlinder
musical boxes were sent to London
for moun

Althou
tion was
ning was
several rs had
the cap " one-
off" or

In the days of famed automaton
makers such as [aquet-Droz, Mail-
lardet and Leschot, pieces incorp-
orating music work were built in
London. While this usually
involved Swiss-made work. ofteir
considerable reconstruction was
undertaken to suit the work being
created.

Contemporary with this, these
same workers (Swiss craftsmen
who worked for a time in the
metrcpolis) undertook the develop.
ment of the mechanical singing
bird, producing the definitive form
seen today wherein a single, vari-
able-pitch pipe is used (see page
106).

All these works, admittedly of
immense importance to the muiical
box, were undertaken by European
craftsmen in London and as such

industry was set up around t h e
mid-eighteenth century and
flourished into the great orches-
trion era still supreme at the start
of the pres€nt century.
Britisft fsles
THE musical box was never the
subject of a serious production
business in the United Kingdom.
While several Britons patented
" improvements ", few if any of
which contributed anything to the
subject, and devious schemes for
incorporating musical boxes into
other articles (such as musical
boxes in desks, pianos, closets,
etc.), original musical box con-
struction was not extant. Admit-
tedly the organette was produced
successfully and in large quanti-
ties in the last two decades of the
l9th century, but there was little
else.

Exceptions centred on the
importance accorded on a Euro-
pean scale to London as a centre
of the watch and clockmaking
industry and as a centre of quality
gold and silver craftsmanship. A
large number of Swiss-produced
musical movements were sent over
to London for finishing a n d
incorporating in Inndon-made
presentation precious metal cases
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Musical clock base

The early part of the nineteenth century was characterised by the clock
which played music every hour from a musical movement concealed in
the base. Unlike flute-playing and carillon clocks, the timepiece was
separate from the musicwork, the instruction to play coming from a
detent via a cord or, occasionally, a rod. This piece bears no maker's
name, but the spring is marked Paris I8l4 and thg nurnerals 507 are
stamped into the bedplate. The cylinder is Tfin long, the comb is in
42 groups of two with the treble on the',left. Stopwork is Viennese and
the endless top bearing is a steel plate instead of a iewel. Picture oia
Keith Harding.

it could hardly be described as an
industry.

England can lay a measure of
claim to having invented the disc-
playing musical box, for it was
Ellis Parr, a London musical instru-
ment dealer and inventor, who
designed the first practical model
and who subsequently united his
talent with that of Paul Lochmann
in Leipzig (the real inventor, one
feels) to produce the Symphonion

-the world's first disc-box.
Only one musical box appears

to have ever been produced in
England and that was far from
London in the Salford district of
Manchester. Here, Carl Roepke,
about whom little is known other
than that he was a central Euro-
pean immigrant, built the strange
book-playing box which bears his
name. Similar to Richter's Rudol-
stadt-built Libellion (one wonders
if there was a connection?), the
Roepke was a most interesting and
tonally satisfying product which
suffered from the same problem as
all the early cardboard-playing
machines-the lack of durability of
the music sheets where they were
called upon to perform mechanical
functions+. How many of these
boxes, several sizes and styles of
which have been located, remains
unknown. Unlike America's large

musical box industry, Britain prob-
ably contributed very little to the
development of the musical box in
her own territory.

United States
IT MAY seem strange that
the British Isles should h a v e
engendered very little in the direc-
tion of a musical box industrv
whrile America evolved its own
thriving business in the making of
musical boxes. The reasons are,
though, not terribly hard to find.
The United Kingdom was far too
close to the European centres of
mechanical music to make the
establishment of an indigenous
industry an economic proposition.
With the United States, however,
there existed two extremely valid
reasons why a home-grown
musical box industry should have
flourished. First was the obvious
one - the geographical location
relative to Europe which made
ordering and delivery a lengthy
process. Then there were the
extremely high duties levied on
imported musical boxes. A third
reason was the recognition that the
United States was potentially a
thriving and lucrative market.

The American industry began
first as an oftshoot of the Swiss
industry with the setting-up of a

Paillard agency in New Ygrk and
the removal to America of some
Swiss technicians including Charles
Henry lacot, Louis ]accard, Emile
Cuendet, Joseph Bornand a n d
others. Then the German industry
also sent talent across the Atlantic,
most notably Gustav Brachhausen
and Paul Riessner followed later
by Octave Felicien Chaillet.

Although it was undoubtedly the
influence of foreign knowledge
and technology upon which the
American musical box industry
was founded. it was American
artisans and, largely, American
cash which jointly funded one of
the most surprisingly prolific eras
of musical box development. A
late starter in the musical box
industry, America was the setting
for the production of some truly
outstanding musical items. Apart
from possessing a sufficiently
wealthy market to encourage Swiss
craftsmen to construct some of the
very largest cylinder musical boxes
ever made solely for America, it
also produced what many col-
lectors throughout the wo,rld
believe to be one of the best if
not the best disc musical boxes of
all time-the Regina. Furthermore,
America produced an unusual
variant of the disc machine which
demonstrated some sound engineer-
ing and creative thinking in the
Capital, a musical box which played
hollow, tapered and truncated
metal cones which earned it the
soubriquet of the " cuft " box.

Initially, musical boxes made in
America, both cylinder and disc,
were almost indistinguishable from
those made at European source -indeed it seems that comPonents
w e r e being shipped across to
America from Europe for some
while (in the case of Mermod,
Roger Vreeland, writing in the
MBSI Bulletin, has found evidence
of this practice as late as 1911)-
little by little American ingenuity
and local style took over. From
earliest times, and certainly with
disc boxes, cases were of American
wood to American design. Then
gradually came the development ol

*Footnote: In the RoePke as with
the Libellion, the key-operated fair or
show organ, and the Ariston organette,
the cardboard is used to operate sprung
metal keys which are allowed to lift
where there is a hole in the card. The
music sheet card is therefore sub-
jected to wear through the resistance
of the mechanical levers being moved.
Paper. on the other hand, and card-
boird when used on pneumatic action
instruments, serves only as a sliding
valve across a series of openings rather
like a mouth-organ. The only attri-
tion to which the paper is subjected
in use is due to friction across the
member containing the openings.
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THE LIPSIA WHO made the strange disc musical box bearing the
name Lipsia ? Standing l00cm high, 63cm wide and
33cm deep, this undoubted rarity plays a 45cm disc.
The nymph in the painting on the door carries a shield
bearing the initials W & R. Could this be'\{inkelmann
& Reinhold of Hamburg. Or could it be Webei & Ross-
berg Nachfolger of Zittau?
Lipsia is the Latinised name for Leipsig but this does
not automaticallv indicate the piece was made in that
city. fust as musique de Geneue did not even imply
a Swiss-made musical box, the allegorical reference to
Leipzig could relate being the
cradle of the disc even be
German ! What is exporters
Ernst Holzweissig business
as " manufacture of a,ll kinds of musical boxes and
musical articles " in 1909 and listed in their advertise-
ments Lipsia and Hymnophon gramophones and Lipsia
"case-hardened" culinders. In 1903, Etzold & Popitz
were factoring " Lipsia Karoussels ".
The Lipsia is in t h e Mel<anisk Musik Museum.
Copenhagen.

American-bred designs and the
most outstanding of these, aside
from the Capital, were the later
products of the Symphonion
factory in New ]ersey (see page
86). Other disc boxes, such as the
Criteion and Perfection, were
solely American in origin.

For the wealthy American,
Paillard in New York constructed
some outstanding large inter-
changeable-cylinder mach i n es
which exhibited the highest-quality
engineering and technology united
within handsome cabinetwork.
These were not production items,
although the components may have
been standardised, and each was
probably a unique specimen.

Because of its timing, America's
musical box industrv was some-
thing of a swansong f6r the musical
box as a whole. But if the musical
box came in with uncertain
origins, it went out with New
Jersey assuredly ranking in equal
importance to Berlin and LeipZig.

Summary
FROM this survey, I have excluded

reference to the present - d a y
musical box industiv with the
exception of the refeience to the
new Symphonion. Since the major
part of the modern musical box
industry centres in Switzerland,
this is intentional. A certain
proportion of modern work also
comes from ]apan, but Japan's
contribution to the classic musical
box was, to the best of my
knowledge, nil.

If one interprets the foregoing
information, it emerges that the
musical box industry of the world
extended (a) across Europe in two
diagonal bands running North-
East to South-West from Leipzig
to Geneva, and Leipzig through
Dresden and Prague to Vienna and
probably on to Budapest;. and _(b)in a narrow arc embracing New
York City, fersey City, Rahway
and Ashbury Park in the United
States. By comparison, the trans-
atlantic industry was very small
and concentrated in a narrow,
localised band, yet it was demon-
strably an enterprising and prolific
one.

WANTED
Is there a Member who would
care to volunteer to operate the
Back Nrnbers departrnent of
TIIE MUSIC BOX ? Most of the
iournals and other publications
published by the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain over the
past thirteen years arE still avail-
able and are at present admini-
stered by Secretary Reg Waylett.
However, he is running out of
storage space and needs HELP !
If anyone has a LARGE room to
spare and would like to take
charge of this task and look after
the despatch of orders, then
please contact the Secretary, A R
Waylett, Bylands, Crockham Hill,
Edenbridge, Kent.
London area residence, though
advantageous, is not essential.

HEIP !
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FROM
MAINSPRING

TO
GOVERNOR

by Ken Ftitz
THE design of the power train of a musical box
starts neither with spring nor with endless, but
with the cylinder ibelf, for this has to turn at a
precise speed. All else is designed with this in mind.
Ken Fritz describes the power ratios, friction losses
and other factors which go to make up a musical
box, and also advises on the mechanics of spring
power and length

I SHALL begin by quickly sum-
marising rnainspring design from
the standpoint of energy as it is
conveyed through the gears to the
gwernor. I will show how this
energy is controlled to the specifi-
cation of the box. Time periods-
the optimum length of t i m e
between the shortest playing
musical notes-will be touched on,
but the whole acoustical relation-
ship of bedplate and comb will not
be considered here.

The general power train layout
is as shown in the sketch below:

A: mainspring
B : barrel gear
Q : great wheel pinion
P : gleat wheel
E : lst wheel pinion
F : lst wheel
G: 2nd wheel pinion
H: 2nd wheel or worm

(driving the endless)
: endless screw
: windbrake

We cannot begin any serious
discussion until certain facts are
presented. First, the mainspring.
In this case let us consider it to
be l*in x '028in and about l2feet
long-and when in its spring barrel
it represents 22 corls or turns.

Referring back to the first

sketch, there are several ratios.
These are:

c.)
E I power ratios
GJ
I velocity ratio

and the velocity ratio
equation fI : number
of teeth required in H

also the damper or brak-
ing ratio

The ratios are universal and vary
only minutely from box to box.
If we look at raw desigr in the
ratios from end to end. you will
find that although one or two ratios
will difier, the end result from B
through to I will not change: it
cannot, for it must be within the
adjustment range of the windbrake
and this does not allow much
latitude in gearing.

These established ratios, then,

I -- (n) where
n
p : endless pitch
n : number of teeth

in second wheel

quick illustration of ratio H:I
: 28 (means 28 threads per

inch): 23 (means teeth in the
second wheel)

then 3* : l'2 (turns of the end-
less per each tooth on second
wheel)

and 1.2 x 23 : 28 when all
significant figures are considered

.'.H:I:28:l
Having established the import-

ance and identities of the various
prime ratios, let's go back and start
at the beginning. It might appear
that we should begin at the main-
spring, but this is not so. The
beginning is the cylinder itself and
its apparently insignificant little
time periods. Here, though, our
only consideration ,is the total
periods in time plus the stoptime.
We need to know exactly how
much time the cylinder requires
for one complete revolution.

This answer can onlv be deter-
mined after the tempo aird required
time of one tune is calculated. The
rc€Ison why endless screws are
different in pitch and also why
windbrakes difier in surface area is
because the tempo and time prob-
lem is different by just a few
seconds between one machine and
the next.

The tt rate t'

When we speak of the " rate "
of a music box we mean the time
required to revolve the cylinder
one complete turn. Going back 30
years, it was cornmon to hear the
terms " four-rate ", " six-rate ",
" eight-rate " and so on. The
expressions "four-tune" t'six-
tune " and so on, were uncommon.

The craftsmen of that time con-
sidered all music boxes in terms of
time because that was their whole
approach to working with them.
The craftsman of today rarely con-
siders the real impodance of time
and the part it must play in all the
mechanical functions of the music
box.

When you recall that the main-
spring barrel revolves eight times
for eight tunes for 1,000 time
periods and that the endless turns
2,650 times, the time in the end:less

B
D
F
H

C:3'727 : I
E:8'6:l
G:5:l

p

are :

B
D
F

H

A
is'gear

"p

n
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becomes. very important. This
means that the endless turns about
2] times for each time period and
that, you will rightly deduce, is
crltlcal.

The efiect of one tooth
_ What would happen, all else
being equal, if one 

-tboth 
were to

be eliminated from the great wheel

Before looking at the g,overnor,
we ought to know what is s,oing
into it before we can calcuht6 th6
desired response, so let's move on
to the second point of considera-
tion - the mainspring.

First, though, 
-we-should 

have

is done by assigring a value to the
coefficient of friction as it affects
the various mechanical parts of the
music box as follows:

Second wheel to the endless: ,25

F91 91ch spur gear end pinion
: ..15 (three in the simple cylinder
box)

Endless pivot to endstone : .12
Cylinder pins to comb teeth: .25

This produces a total of. 1.07

DEJECTION
DA CAPO

Once again from the Claude
Marchal collection comes a fine
study of the street musician. This
colour-wash postcard entitled The
Opttmist - Somewhere the Sun is
Shining, shows a street piano try-
ing to earn pennies foi its trro
deiected attendants in a downlnur
so real you can iust about feel the
rain !

Where we had seven turns at
4'712385 for a total length of
32'987in, we now have seven turns
at 5.278in for a total length of
36.946in representing the strelched-
out length of the efiective turns.
Now our extra percentage must
also be added to the thickness of
the spring stock. It doesn't sound
like much, but .020 thickness cal-
cut*tes to .023, using the next
highest number in the decimal.

In effect, what we have done is
to increase the driving power by
increasing the strength. We have
also overcome marginal friction

in 
"?li'1i"h'",ilis t as is .003in

in
So armed with our calculation

for friction in the back of our
minds, we can do a theoretical
mainspring desigrr.

It is known that the banel will
rotate once for every complete coil

of the mainspring. When all the
coils are counted, a simple formula
is used to give the number of turns
the arbor must revolve to wind the
spring tight:

/ Mt\
Tt:f l2+l

\ '/where Tt : total number of crank
turns to wind tieht

where Mt : total ioils of spring in
barrel

where r : 3.1416

The minimum arbor diameter
must be at least 12 times the thick-
ness of the mainspring, giving:

.028in spring - .336in diameter
arbor

The rnost effective area of the

- - 22 : 12 effective turns

.'. should 15 turns tre required
to wind a 22-coil spring, the 

-effec-

tlve turns are centred:
16-12:4*2:2turnseaoh

side
The Geneva stopwork is set for

a run down or lower notch of two

ing ratio with one turn on the
lower notch and three turns on
the upper notch.

Imagine the barrel to be 2in
inside diameter and the arbor is.500in. The length of the outer
winding wout{ be 6.283in long and
the three inside windings wou-id be

/ Mt\
| - | -2\ '/where Mt: 22

giving
22

ll x 1.07 :
cylinder)

11.77% (for the llin

Friction and the nainspring

ing crank (we will say seven, allow-
rng- one turn beyond the upper
and lower stops of the Geneva
stopwork), we calculate the length
in inches of the centre turn of lhe
effective area of the coiled sprins.
Let's allocate 1.5in diametei dr
this coil.

1.5 x 3.14159 : 4.7t2385in
and if we take 12% ot this we have

4.712385 + .5654862: 5.278

r05
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SINGING BIRD
AMONG the earliest of all auto-
mata is the singing bird. The
mechanical representation of the
movements an? song of the bird

two
and
ech-
was

an authentic bird song.
Until the end of the eighteenth

called nigh a one-time
feature of by a minia-
ture pipe a rank of
small-, oPen-foot-
voiced high-pitched organ pipes or
whistles. A glissando on this would
pass. if the listener was not too
iussv. for the sound of a bird of
indelerminate sPecies. The main
shortcoming was that birdsong'
beautiful and tuneful as it almost
alwavs is. follows not the rigid
doctiines'of scale with its pre-set
intervals, naturals or sharps. Real
birds demonstrate an almost mis-
chevious delight in making 4elodY
out of what, when transcribed on
paper in regular notation, would

appear as a jumble of discord.
IVIany would-be composers have
sought success by the Sisyphean
toil of sitting with pencil and paper
to transcribe the song of the sky-
lark.

Practica,l invention
Henri Maillardet, who worked

for faquet Droz and Leschot in
London, was allegedly the first to
wise-up to the situation. If bird-
song was to be produced mechani-
callv so that it sounded like real
bird-song, he reasoned, then some-
thing akin to the bird's mouth had
to be produced-and a bird didn't
have a gullet-full of organ pipes. It
had only one.
Maillardet repro-
duced his ideal
bird's mouth using
a small pipe fitted
with a close-fitting
plunger whi ch
could be slid up
and down. so alter-
ing the pitch of
the sound pro-
duced when the
pipe was blown.
Three inter-related
mechanisms were
n€cessary to make
this possible - a
svstem of accur-
aiely positioning
the plunger in the
pipe for a given
note, a system ot

resulating the on-oft control of the
*iid so ihat the pipe would sound
or not sound during the slide as

mieht be reeuired, and a means
of 

"blowing ihe pipe bY tinY
bellows.

Maillardet made his mechanism
which was subsequentlY imProved
upon by others, including Iegn
Fiederick Leschot with whom he
worked in London.

Verv manv clock and watch-
makeri subsequently made singing
bird mechanisms - Baillie lists no
fewer than 25-and some of these
mechanisms were trulY outstand-
ing exhibitions of the highest-
quility workmanship. MultiPle-
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cam systems selected by a snail
change as on a musical box allowed

Perfection

Among the numerous quality
makers was Charles Abram

improvement of the singing bird
mechanism and says th t t he
produced them in large numbers.
The first to undertake something

akin to mass-production, he suc-
ce_elgd in producing bird song
which, in the eyes of many col-
lectors, is probably the peak of
impersonation. The use of four sets
of song cam-wheels, three of which
were
tions
mean
a lon
could sing a much more elaborate
song.

Wooden bellows

richly-enamelled gilt case which

measures 95mm long, 60mm wide
and just 30mm deep.

A characteristic visible in these
pictures is the wooden bellows.
Some makers used circular-section.
pill-box-like bellows with brass
ends and, usually, a narrow brass
ring to keep the thin bellows skin
in shape. An advantage of wooden
bellows is that thev make the re-
newal of the skin i slightly easier
operation.

singing bird
s these pictures
ate, a highly

and if for no
other reason should not be
attempted by other than the most
skilled of repairers.

. A further picture of this outstand-
tng p.e,ce appears at the bottom of
page 110.
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Vc haoe a large qaantitg

of B.euge 2l2B mouements

surplus to requinernents

and, at f,,B.OO inelad'ing

postuge and puelsing lhey

ale a bargain

Swisseross Limiterl.
109, Norwooil High Street.,

London. SE27 9JF.

Tel : 0I-761-0428

CYLTNDER
REPTNNING

SERYICE

A. J. COLLEY

BrnrYue AnrleuEs
KENT ROAD,

CONGRESBURY,

Near BRISTOL

Tel: Yatton 832220

ORMOLT] REGENCY PAVILION
Back in more gentle times, the creation of fine works
of art which had little or no practical or utilitarian
pu4lose occupied those men whose work time has corne
to acknowledge as that of craftsmen.
Mechanisms inco4nrating rAre metalg ptecious stones
and great ingenuity often represented the bringing
together of the craft of several artisans such as the gold-
smith, the enameller and the watchmaker.
'Seen here is a quite exquisite sDecimen of this era which
demonstrates that great beauty can be created without
the usc of valuable materials. Just as James Cox often
used decorated plates of black steel in his automaton
clocks, this pavilion stands upon a casket of embossed
black metal c'ontaining a silk-lined drawer. Upon taking
out the drawer, the musical movement is revealed. Th,is
bears the signature M Bordier and the number 1251.
It plays two tunes, one of which is a melody lnpular
today as There's a hole in my bucket, dear Mother.
The dancing figures are all cast in ormolu as is the
pavilion, the decoration and the feet upon which the
base starrds. These dancers waltz around and revetse
while the centre plafform revolves.
The date suggested is around 1810 but the decorative
motifs used are from yaried periods, i.e., Tudor rose,
Egyptian, winged lions, flarnbeaux, acanthus leaves.
Bordier is said to have been working in Geneva between
1815 and 1830 as a maker of small musical movements.
The pavilion stands 5fins high, has a width of 3fins
and the figures are one inch high. The whole stands
on a base 5|ins wide and 3|ins high and the piece is in
outstanding, original condition. It was fonnerly in the
collection of the late C W Bruce.
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THE business of Mermod Freres rsas,-founded in 1816 at
St Croix, Switzerland, and was initially involved purely as

watchmakers. However, by the time of the l85l Great Exhibi-
tion in London, the brothers Gustave Alfred, Louis Fhillipe and
Leon Marcel Mennod were showing high-quality musical boxes.
They later invented the Puachute Scfety Check for cylinder
boxes.

To meet the competition afiorded by the Leipzig disc musical
box industry, Mermod entered into production with a disc box
designed and patented in 1885 by Andr6 Iunod. Unlike the
German boxes, this played tunesheets without ptoiections and
the discs were therefo,re far more durable and easier to handle
and store.

From the Stella was devised a conventional-disc machine which
played trrqesheets with proiections but otherwise closely
resembled the Stella. This was the Mira and it featured the
same transverse rotating disc-pressure bar, style of mechanism
and even cabinet The combs were set Polnrhon fashion as

distinct from the'Stella which had one comb ananged pointing
upwards beneath the sprung starwheels.
The Mira was made at least until 1909 and, for the Chicago
distributors Lyon & HealS was called the Empress.
Did Mira come from the Latin mirabilis, meanurg wonderful,
astonishing, or from the Italian mira meaning aim or ta,rget ?

continued from page 105

5'240in. This, as a centred spring,
is more realistic. What I've done
here is to take the long way round
to illustrate that the fixed center-
ing ratio is 3 : l.

The next major question is how
many turns must the barrel make
for one tune to be played and, in
the case of an eight-rate box, for
all eight tunes.

It is obviously preferable to be
able to play all the tunes on one
winding with a little extra power
to spare at the end. Let's examine
the power train ratios for one turn
and for eight turns, in this case
ignoring time. We find that:

B:lturn
C :3'727 turns
F : 32'05 turns
H : 160'25 turns
I : 4487'] turns * 2'5 : 1794

time periods
Here is where time comes into

consideration. Suppose that there
are an average of 475 time periods
for each tune and the cylinder is
l'875in in diameter. We must
determine the circumference or
physical length
ing time at the
pins, nof at th
And we must
st

f the pins
is long, and

l'875 + ('04O x 2) : l.955in
diameter
From this, we have

(l'955) zr : 6.142
which is the total diameter-length

of a tune.
Subtracting stop time of approxi-

mately .250in we arrive at 5'892in
ot actual playing length time.

One tune requires 475 time
periods and .our pin layout chart
which we would use if we were
engaged in actually pinning the
cylinder (to be covered in a future
paper) would indicate .0825 seconds
for eaoh time period. Then:
(475).0825 : f9.2 seconds for tune

playing time.
Now 5.892in developed length is
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Musical Clock
fetches frg,ooo
SOMETHING of an auction record was established at
Sotheby's in London on July 19 when this London-made
musical clock doubled its estimate and was knocked
down for [19,000.

Formerly in the collection of Sir john Frestige, this
piece stands iust l9ins high and is in a gilt metal case
with a 7|in dial signed William Webster, Exchange
Alley, Londo,n. Webster \{as apprenticed to Thomas
Tompion and became one of his iourneymen. Free of
the Clockmakers' Company in 1720, he was Warden in
1734 and died in the same year.

Six tunes are played on a carillon of bells. These
include O Nymphs of Race, A Paspead, and Bright
Aureliq. The three.train movement plays the selected
tune at every hour from a small diameter pinned
cylinder mounted across the top of the backplate and
with a verge escapement and bob pendulum, the move-
ment repeating the selected tune and the hours from
cords at the right and left respectively.

The mercurial gilding and the engraving of the unusual
arabesque designs which ornament the sides of the case
are both of the highest quality. Gilt metal cases in
English clockmaking of the classic period are extremely
rare.

The piece was bought by the London dealer, How of
Edinburgh.

required to play for 39'2 seconds
and the stop time equals '250in,

5.892
: '150 seconds /time

3.92
period at the tip end of the pins
in developed distance. The '0825
was calculated at the cglinder
surface and at that point was only
a trial figure in trme.

The result of the above, 0.150, is

the distance in inches which the
ends of the pins travel in one
second. It would seem that about
l'7 seconds is required for the stop
time. Let's proceed and find out.
39'2 + I.7 : 40'9 seconds total

cylinder revolving time.
The complete cylinder in time

periods, neglecting stop time,
would require about 500 periods,
and 500 x '0825 : 4I'2 seconds

,The Bruguier
singing bird
depicted on
pages 106 and
107 is seen here

'without its
case. Along the
front at the
lower pa.rt of
the picture
can be seen,
from left to
right, the
wooden
bellows. the
birdsong cams
and the fusee
winding system.
The bird is seen
in its singing
position with
the lid open.

and that is close enough to proceed
with, even though it is desirable
to have 45 - 50 seconds on the
smaller 6in cylinder movements,
and even more on the larger
cylinders, say 75 - 90 seconds.

I : 1794 time periods when the
barrel rnakes one complete revolu-
tion. We only want 500 time
periods for I, then:

1794-500:3'6
and this means that we are 3'6
times too much in time periods.

If we suppose that the main-
spring barrel gear has 82 teeth,
then;

82 -- 3'6 : 22'7 gear teeth for
one turn of the cylinder. For eight
turns of the cylinder,472 teeth are
required to mesh from the barrel
gear. Thus the barrel is required
to turn 2'25 times for eight tunes.
That means we have over-designed
the barrel size and number of coils
for the mainspring-it should turn
about 213 of the number of tunes
or five times. The requirement
obviously calls for a heavier main-
spnng.

In part two of this paper, I shall
describe the train system-how the
gear train is set up and the energy
it must absorb.
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IMHOF & MT]KLT ORGAN
TIIN fine clockwork barrel organ comes frcm the
collection of Member Bruce Angrave. It was made by
the partnership of Imhof & Mukle in about 1870.
Daniel Imhof was alrprenticed to a Neukirch clock-

h 1874, he returned to Viihrenboch and, with joseph
Mukle, established a factoir5r which soon became one
ol thg most important mechanical organ producers in
the Black Forest

The London branch of the business, managed by
Geoftrey Imhof, was now at ll0 New-Odord-Streei
Barrel organs were made ranglrg in size from the small

e large dancehall instrument
is the Blackpool Tower

and now in the Museum of
Science & Arts, Birmingham. A very large orchestrioa
was built for the fockey Club in New York-and
beceme the centre of a prosecution by the American
customs authorities because it had been undervalued.

lowest pipes being The comlnss
is a fully chromati The 28in long
barrels each make one tune and
play for about five minutes. Originally, Inwer came
from a 3001b (f36kg) driving welght but this has been
replaced by a detachable, free-standing electric motor
driving the organ from the endless screw. The original
mechanism is preserved intact

In the picture
above, the glass-
fronted doors have
been opened to
reveal the
mechanism. The
cupid is not
original ! Each
barrel is 28ins lonc
and 6f;ins in
diameter. A
mainly classical
repertoire is
represented on
the barrels.



SMALL-ilZED MUSICAL
THE small-sized cylinder musical box goes back
to the earliest days of the conventional musical
box. All makers appear to have produced
models which we variously (and sometimes
erroneously) call " snuft boxes " or miniature
movements. Not surprisingly, then' there is a
great variety of these to be found and they
iange in quality from the outstanding to the
mass-produced mundanities of the between-
wars musical photograph album musicwork.
rMany of these little boxes are termed snuff-
boxes, although here it must be said that there
is scant evidence that they were ever used for
snuft since they are (a) heavy and (b) demon-
strably capable of holding a quite extraordinary
volunie of snuff. Certainly they were made for
the pocket rather than the living room' ald the
covei of translucent horn over the musicwork
Drevented either loose contents or fingers from-nrafting 

finis to the musical capabilities of the
little box.
Small musical rnovements can be separated into
th'ree main categories First there was the
quality rnovemenf intended to !e yhgllY P9rt:
able. Then there was the small-sized musical
box where portability was incidental. Finally
there was the small movement used to augment
some other artifact such as the musicwork in a
snanshot album. the movement in a Christmas
tree stand. muiical chair, beer stein or cigar-
dispenser. 

-

All three classes wer
division. The quality
could be contained in

MOVEMENTS

fine Laurencekirk boxes shown on page 4 of
Volume 5), a gold or silver box, or a tin box,
either plain or printed, or a tortoiseshell box,
one of composition, embossed or plain, and so
on. Now the small-sized musical box crossed
a nurnber of these categories, and the quality
small movement was sometimes found in the
third class, that is as an accessory to something
else, usually a musical picture, clock, or other
piece of early automata.
The two boxes shown here are both part of the
Lidell collection, now preserved in its entirety
and on exhibition in the Museum of 'Science and
Arts, Birmingham. Top of the page, with one
of its slender teeth absent, is a quality move'
rnent signed Nicole Freres and bearing two num-
bers, 14604 and 3425. Two tunes are played
and the cylinder is shifted manually by sliding

of the box.

'1H"1?'.1:
The lower picture shows a much later three-air
movement built into a wooden iewel case whose
false bottom is removed for the picture. The
maker is unkrown [u1 the comb bears the
numeral " 3 " stamped into it. Tune-changing
is by snail on the great wheel activated by a
finger pivoted behind the motor barrel and
woiked- by a sliding button on the left end of
the case.

1t2



Special 'Sales devoted to
MUSICAL BO)GS, PIOLYPHONS, PIIONOGRAPHS

Clockg Watches and Scientific Instruments, etc, held every nine weeks

A SELECTION OF ITEMS INCLUDED IN OUR SALE ON JULY 9th, 1975

A musical box, playing eight airs on the cylinder, A Sylvia " C " phonograph, complete with horn
six bells and drum, contained in rosewood case and 14 cylinders 875
with inlaid hollv decoration' 20in """""""' €380 An Edison Home phonograph, complete with a

A Swiss musical box, playing l0 airs on a cylinder large brass horn and a quantity of cylinders,
and six bells, contained in a rosewood and in a wooden case ........... ....... f200
tulipwood case with inlaid and printed decora-
tio;,22in ............ €300 A-Swiss musical box,.the movement with three

bells and contained in an inlaid rosewood case.
A musical box, playing eight airs, in a rosewood l6in wide ........... 9170

case with inlaid decoration' 20in """"""""' fl00 A rgth century Swiss musical box by Nicole
A Victorian walnut-cased Polyphon, with l0 Freres of Geneva, in a rosewood and floral

discs,2lin ........... €150 marquetry case ........... ...........9,250

NEXT SALE-WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3rd, at 2.30 p.m.

Illustrated Catalogue 60p (70p by post)
from King & Chasemore

Fine Art Department
Pulborough, Sussex
(Tel: Pulborough 2081)

On

NORFOLK
POLYPHON CBNTRE

NORMAN VINCE

WOOD FARM, BAW.DESWELL
EAST DBREHAM. NORFOLK

Bll45 one mile east of A1067 junction in Bawdeswell Village

TELEPHONE BAWDESWELL 230

WE SPECIALISE IN :

DISC MACHINES
QUALITY CYLINDER BOXES

ORCHESTRIONS, ORGANS, ETC.,
AND FINE CLOCKS.

We can make copies of discs,

any size or make, to order.

MECHANICAL MUSIC BOUGHT,
SOLD, OR EXCHANGED

Il3



DAS WELTE-MIGNON R.EPRO.
DUKTIONS-KLAVIER. Facsimile
edition published bg Werner Bcus,
Mechanisches M u s i k Museum,
Fuldatol, Germang, 25pp, 8|ins
(220mm) by llins (300mm), illus-
trated, paper couers, {2'00.

It may be hard to believe, but
reproducing pianos were around
long before Aeolian's made their
Duo-Arts and years before the first
Model A Ampico re-enacted its
first artist. The Welte-Mignon was
perfected in Germany as early as
1904 and became the earliest and
by far the best known of a series
of limited-production German re-
producing pianos which included
Hupfeld's Dea. The Welte-Mignon,
with its wide roll of red paper and
its intriguing system of locking
expression pneumatics set a stand-
ard upon which later instruments
of the reproducing type were
based.

Member Werner Baus has now
republished as a facsimile the
original descriptive manual for the
instrument. Undated, but prob-
ably from around 1906, this des-
cribes the action and includes
some excellent diagrams of the
pneumatic expression system as
well as photographs of installa-
tions. The text is in German but.
thanks to clear drawings, it is

easily followed by the non-German-
speaking reader. Standard of re-
production is excellent and the
paper is high-quality. A " must "
for the repro-piano buff.

WELTE AUTOGRAMME BERiJ.
HMTER MEI.STER DER TONK-
UNST. Facsimile edition published
by Werner Baus (s e e aboue),
approlc 100 pp, 9]ins (250mm) bU
13]ins (250mm), illustrated, gold-
printed green cloth hardbound,
f.12.50.

Many years ago, I acquired an
original of this piece of rare Welte
ephemera and this reproduction is,
I can vouch, as near a perfect copy
as one could wish. It comprises
the hand-written testimonials of
the many artist(e)s who recorded
for the Welte-Mignon. Each testi-
monial is translated into two other
languages, the original being
printed in the native hand of the
pianist. This means that each is
available in English, French and
German.

Every page is headed with a
picture, either a portrait of t h e
pianist or, more interestingly, a
view of t}re pianist actually in the
recording studio playing the
" secret " Welte recording piano.
Some who recorded for the Welte
Philharmonic reproducing pipe
organ are also included along with
pictures of the equally-secret

recording organ. Recurring cele-
brities who appear in the pictures
are Emil Welte himself and Karl
Bockisch.

Among the plaudits included is
one from Fanny Davies who, in
1913, wrote : " It was quite a long
time before I agreed to even listen
to the Welte-Mignon Records, as
I have such a horror of anything
mechanical applied to music ".
Naturally, she became converted
and the story ends like all good
tales should.

Reading through this book,
much of the charisma which sur-
rounds not just the Welte-Mignon
but the era itself comes through
in the words of the artists. The
new edition makes one concession
to better the original production.
When first published, it must have
been rather annoying to have every
page interleaved with thin tissue
on which the translations were
printed. Werner Baus has done
credit to the o'riginal by rectifying
this fault.

An expensive book but again
something which is a prestigious
production deserving of your best
bookshelf.

DREHORGELN UND PNEU.
MATISCHE ORCHESTER.
ORGELN (Barrel Organs and Pneu-
matic Orchestral Organs), C atalo gue
of orgcms bg Wilhelm Bruder
Sdhne, Waldkirch. F ac simile
edition published bg Werner Baus
(see aboue), qpprox 30 pp, llins
(300mm) bg Slins (220mm) oblong,
ilhrstrated, paper couers, [,2'00.

Wilhelm Bruder's organs are
popular amongst collectors for
their characteristic tonality. Here,
dating from the early part of this
century, is another finely-executed
facsimile from Member Werner
Baus.

One must admire Wilhelm
Bruder for being enterprising
enough to court his markets with
forethought, for this sales catalogue
is printed in four languages and all
in equal-sized type ! With a
choice of English, German, Italian
and Spanish, it becomes interest-
ing to discover that Organo
Poderoso para tocar con hojas de
milsica perforadas is nothing more
than "Powerful Organ for
perforated Music-sheets ".

In describing its products as
substitutes for the barrel organ,
Bruder's catalogue details and
illustrates organs fitted with key-
frames for book music, a n d
tracker-bars for paper roll music.
With the real instruments now
beyond the pockets of most of us,
booklets like this remain the next

Leipziger Spieldosen tetzatt

trio of Leipzig-made disc machines. On the left is a 5|in
plays one comb with 26 teeth. Centre is a 5fin Symphonion which plays
a cornb with 40 teeth. The discs are edge-driven via serrations. On the
right is a 7in Adler with_its 33 -b_road-toothed comb. The discs for this
are Size B and a.re interchangeable with the Fortuna. Recent investiga-
tion 'bv l{endrik Strencers in Holland shows that the Adler was firsttion by llendrik Strengers in Holland shows that the Adler was first
produded in 1896 by E Malke and F H Oberliinde4 later Schlobach,produced in 1896 by E Malke and F H Oberllnde4
Malke & Oberl?inder, who took over Bruno Riickert's OMalke & Oberl?inder, who took over Bruno Riickert's Orphenion factory.
Zimmerma4n apl,ears to have taken control early in 1900.

r14
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A beautiful present for Christmos !

\VELTE
AUTOGRAMME BERUHMTER MEISTER DER TONKI.JNST

FREIBURG i. Bedcn, June 24 t9t3.

llow artonishing end decply affecting it is to h€ar

I I onc's o-n playing, rccordcd yczrs hcfore, rcndereJ
wiih the utmost pcrfection bl thc Welte-Mignon'

Thc rcpulation which the Welte - Mignon pianos

cnioy, of bcing rhe best inslrum€nts of the kind, tcsts

on thc unshrkablc foundation of this faithful reproduc-
tion of individual play; an.t il is 2 sourc. of plelsurc
.nd artistic artiifaction lo me to havc con6dcd to thc

Vclrc-Mignon to dey an €xt.nsi\€ and varied programmc

which vill transmil my.rl to posl€ril).

Eugen d'Albert.

Here we ofter to all members of the Musical Box Society and particu,larly to Welte fans one of
the nicest books to be published concerning the Welte. More than 70 pianists who recorded for
the Wel,te reproducing piano wrote about the " Welte-Mignon " system. Each autographed letter
is translated into two other Ianguages so that every one may be read in English, French or
German. Beautifully produced with gold-blocked cover. Approximately 100 pages, 35 x 25cm.
Regular bookshop price is fl6'50, but MBS membrs can secure a copy of this prestigious produc-
tion for just €12'50. WARNING: Only 500 copies have been printed, so order while stocks last.
Also offereo is our facsimile reprint of the Instruction Manual for tle " red " Welte reproducing
piano system.

25 pages in German only. Well illustrated, 30 X 22cm. Send €2.00.

At last you can buy a beautiful ca.talog,ue of hand organs, street organs and orchestral organs
made by Wilhelm Bruder Sohne. Fine facsimile edition, 18 pages, 30 x 22cm, in four languages

-English, 
German, Spanish and Italian. Send f,2.00.

Prof. Eugen d'Albert playing the Welre-Mignon

WELTE-JrtlGNON
REPFOOUKTIONSKLAVIER

Gm& Orche'OBd
.,,!!-.di,!r!,rinrLrn nrrtr, r(,Fia

WERNER BAUS
Director of the Mechanisches Musik Museum, 3501 Fuldatal 2,

Hopfenbergweg 32, Germany
Telephone : (056r) 8ll4l2 l8l295l
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UNIKON
PRIOR to the introduction of the roll-operated pneu-
matic action, musical boxes and organettersuffered-from
one sedo,us limitation. Whether cylinder or_ disc, the
length of the tune could be no more than the length of
time taken for the programme to make one revolution.

With the cylinder musical bo4 several ingenious
attempts were made to exceed this mechanical restric-
tion, the two best known being |eanrenaud's helicoidal
(where the cyli,nder was actually pinned in a spiral like
an orchestrion barrel) and the plerodienique or telescopic
mechanism where two cylinders on one axis each had
their change positions in a difterent radial location so
that one cylinder would still be playing while the other
was silent and shifting.

For the disc musical box, things were iust as compli-
cated. Some organettes could play annular rings instead
of discs and these could be of several difierent diameters.
but still these were hardlv the ideal. Lochmann in
Leipzig along with Ehrlich 6xperimented with discs cut
into segments and arranged like a fan, and the com-
plete replacement of the disc by a spiral or helix of
metal which could spiral slowly from the top of the
mechanism to the bottom via the usual comb and star-
wheel mechanism. The fabrication of such a system
posed immense problems.

The solution was to arrange the music as an endless
band, or as a folded stack of sections. This, better known
as the book-system (from the resemblence of the folded
stack to a thick book) or |acquard system, later became
the means of replacing the barrel on organs and to this
day,fqr4s an important means of programming
rnechanical instrunents of that type.

In the years to follow, combplaying musical boxes

gpe-rated by perforated cardboard music were produced
in limited nl'nbers in Gernany and in England-the
Libellion of Richter being the- best knownl while the
Manchester, to have
produced an number.

The earlie mutation

The instrument which they devised was called the
Unikon, a little instrument with a 4l-tooth comb. Tunes
of any length could be played on the Unikon and the
one recorded surviving example, in the collection of
Ralph Moss, has in addition to a nunber of endless

faccard wrote, concerning the instrument that it had:
aa 

^ -+^^l -:LL^- ---^l:- -l--^ ^t -L-:!-^ f,t-
faccard wrote, concerning tl

'. . . a steel ribbon used in". . . ! steel ribbon used in place of the disc. Th,is
expe.riment was short-lived and few, if any, of the pieces
reached the rnanket Emile Cuendet and Andre Iunod
were the originators of this device."

The Unikon measur€s 9fin square, 6|in high and the
music strip is 4.5/l5in wide. The frail substnnce of the
strips dictates that, like the Orlfienion and similar zinc-
disc instruments which have elemental proiections,
durability is not one of its stronger pints.

I17



JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.lt.

Telephone

0r -727 - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

continued from page 85

tonally original and rthe music was
cut two years ago. The lesson is
that modernisation has centred on
the skills of the musical arranger.

The real kernal of the problem is
to identify the cut-off point beyond
which the projected alteration will
destroy the intende'd organ
characteristics. Whereas a skilled
man today may transform a pre-
viously altered organ with
diminished capabilities tback into a
shining Euterpe, in the hands of
the well-meaning enthusiast the
only result can be further degrada-
tion of the instrumenrt. There are
to my personal knowledge sevenal
Dutchmen to whom I would
entrust the complete tonal revamp-
ing of an instrument. By the same
token, there are some collectors
who should be deprived of their
instruments before they inflict
their torrid tastes on them.

An argument which I put for-
ward in my forthcoming book,
Banel Organ (to be published next
Spring by Barnes Books in the
US and Allen & Unwin in Britain)
is that the early barrel organ
bui-trders had more than iust their
soundboar'ds screwed on a-r,ight.
Unless the person who delegates
unto himself the righrt to meddle

with a craftsman's work can aspire
to the same level of expertise as
the originator, then he will com-
mend himseU to the true collector
and restorer by leaving well alone.

Again there are aspects of
musical box overhaul which I
personally find distunbing. For
example, I no longer believe that
it is irnperative for an instrument
to be dismantled and cleaned iust
for the sake of having a bright,
polished mechanism. If the th,ing
works, needs no repairs and sounds
adequate, then stripping for clean-
ing is of cosmetic value only. Since
such cleaning will destroy
impoitant oxide films which have
over rthe years gradually been built
up on moving parts, cleaning can
accelerate the attrition of the
mechanism. This pnocess is, of
course, infinitely worsened by the
carelessness of some workers who
leave rnetal polish in bearings.

The ad hoc re-machining of parts
as part of an overhaul such as
grinding amounts off comb teeth,
trimrning star wheels and suchlike,
is being practised on a widening
scale and is to rne a criminal pro-
gnession to the syste,matic destruc-
tion of the tone and ope'ration of a
musical box.

As for the tyro who must
connect his player piano to play

honkyrtonk music with drum and
bells to boot, then by all means let
him have his wai. There are
plenty of cheap, worthless player
pianos about for which his work
may not 'be responsible for the
destruction of a hne insrument.

Because I do not want to appear
to be advocating the crushing of
those who aspire to make noise,
might I suggest that there is plenty
of scope for the manufacture of a
brand new ,instrurment bv those
who would dabble with valves and
pouches. The various player piano
sundries houses advertise som€
very tantalizlng goodies which,
with plenty of room for individu-
ality, ingenuirty and originality,
could go together to form the basis
of a new generation of mechanical
organs or pianos.

To summarize, then, the message
is simple. Please 'do not modify
an instrument without extremely
good reason. ]ust because it is
owned by you does not give you
the right rto deprive posterity of
hearing it the way it was meant to
perform. And if you must fiddle,
then be a real inventor - make
your own instrument. In the long
run, you will gain much more
kudos, whichwer cours€ you
adopt.

ARTIIIIRWIGORD-HUM]E
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FIRST in our review this time
comes a really supenb disc from
Saydisc in which the blend of
hitherto unrecorded instruments.
generally excellent recording and
a well-chosen repertoire rnakes
listening a pleasure indeed.

Volume 14 in the Golden Age of
Mechanical Music series is Foppers
Happy lazz Band & The Ruth
Fairorgan (SDIB 263 stereo). The
tone of A Ruth & Sohn's organs
is so distinctive as to be capab,le
of instant recognition by the show-
organ buff. If Bruder used a secret
for,rnula for producing his metal
reeds, then Adolf and Andreas
Ruth must have employed similar
subterfuge in creating theirs. The
oryan plays a fine selection of well-
chosen an'd balanced music, along
with ,two unknown pieces to
challenge the listener. One side
of this record, which is of instru-
ments in the West C-ornwall
Museum of Mechanical Music run
by Member Douglas Berry,rnan, is
devoted to the organ, the other to
the piano-orchestrion called by its
maker, Hugo Popper of Lei,pzig,
" Happy lazz Band ". Again a
well-selected programme of fmt-
tapping mrxic played by an instru-
ment I do not think has been heard
on disc before. In one or two
tracks the piano sounds too soft,
but not enough to spoil the enjoy-
ment. The sleeve notes include
two unfortunate spelling mistakes
and, for some strange reason, a
single, uncaptioned picture printed
upside down !

Music from another museum,
this time Copenhagen's Mekanisk
Musik Museum, makes up our
other two discs. The Manv Faces
of Ragtime (MMM {ecords,
LP.20l sterreo) is mainly devoted to
the talents of a young Danish
pianist, Steen Christensen, who
plays his Steinway through a
series of rags, some by himself,
others by classic rag writers. He
displays undoub'ted talent and I
particularly liked his rendition of
|oseph Lamb's Bohemia Rag.
Una,ccountably, his performance of
Joplin's The Entertainer must rank
as the longest on record. Admit-
tedly the composer said that rag-
time should be played slowly and
]oshga Rifkin set a standard by
which we all unconsciously
measure newcomers. but Christen-
sen's 5min 46secs is ridiculous !
Rifkin takes 4min 48secs.

But the feature of the record are
three tracks on side 2 which
repres€nt an unusual'duet between
Christensen's ten fingers and Claes

Frirberg's feet on a player piano.
Specially-cu,t rolls are used to pro-
vide an accompaniment to rags by
Edwards, Fats Waller and ]ellyRoll Morton. Apart from the
latter where the co-ordination of
fingers and feet provide a strange
sort of big-hall stereo, the result is
quite unusual and interesting. But
what, I ask, did Christensen do to

such exotic
oplin's Palm

ll-:"fiifi3;
a Wurlitzer

Harp.
Ragtime Cabaret (MMM Records

LP.203 stereo) features a totafl of
19 melodies on a vast Pianella
orchestrion built by J D Philipps

THE efficient working of valves in
a player piano is of paramount
imporrtance. In the Aeolian Com-
pany instruments the valve, with
its two faces, is fitted in the upper
board, and the pouch in the lower
board. This holds good both for
the stack and also valves on such
accessories as the pedals and valve
boxes.

To overhaul the valve, separate
the two boards, .taking care not to
damage the joints between the
boards. First take the upper
board. Unscrew the upper facing,
noting which way round it is fixed.
There will be a paper gasket
between the board and the metal
seating. If this is damaged, it will
have rto be replaced. Next unscrew
the wooden disc from the bottom
of the valve, and withdraw the
valve ritself. Check the condition
of the leather facings. Brush them
carefully to make sure they have
not deteriorated. This will show
by the leather flaking oft. Provided
they are still sound, rub french
chalk into the leather. A good
way to do this is to find a very flat
smooth surface with a small hole
drilled through it. A piece of steel
or sim'ilar metal would be ideal.
Sprinkle french chalk on the
smooth sur{ace, put rthe valve ste,m
through the hole, and tr rist the
valve back and forward. One can
then exer,t some pressure on the
surface, which will soon come up
like new. One can brush the
leather with a stiff brush, but there
is always the danger of tearing
the leather. Next clean the meta-l
valve seats. The surfaces which
make the air-tight joint must be
atbsolutely clean. Metal polish is a
good way to clean these. The
valve may then be put back in the
board, lne top 'metal 

seating
screwed back, and rthe wooden disc

of Frankfurt-am-Main in 1914. The
instrument, the largest ever built
and known in America as the
Wurlitzer PianOrchestra Stvle
34A, was delivered new,to a Duich
cafe ,where it played through the
years until the 1930s when it was
overtaken by the march of

fornia in September 1973.
Thoroughly informative sleeve

to the record collection. A O-H

scre'wed back.
Next take the lower board and

examine the ,pouch. Push a tu,be
on the nipple and inflate the
pouch. See that it is quite soft and
moves easily. Blow quite hard to
see if the pouch has become

solution. Ttrris will ensure that the

pouches have to be renewed. use
only the very finest leather. Make
sure the depth of the " dishing "
in the pouclr-is the same in the nEw
pouch as the old.

Next fix the upper and lower
boards -together. Before covering
-up the inspection hole in the front,
Iook at the position of the wooden
disc at the bottom of the valve in
relation to the pouch. Press down
the top of the valve stem. Then,
with a very small pointed article -a darning needle wi,ll do - care-
fully turn the wooden disc on its
thread, and adjust the valve until
the disc does not quite touch the
pouch. If you are very careful,
you can turn down the disc until
you hear i,t rubbing on the leather.
Then turn it back- a fraction of a
turn so that it is clear.

Check that the bleed hole is

Finally, glue a piece of rubber
cloth over the " inspection " hole
in the front of the valve.

DENIS HALL
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Member Howard Fitch, edltor of tle
Bulletin of The Musical Box Society
International, writes two letter from
Sunmit, New fersey:
CONGRATULATIONS are certainly in
order on the " new look " of your
Iournal. Volume 7, Number I is out-
standing both in appearance and
content, and long hours of careful plan-
ning must have gone into its format . , .
Regarding your article " Who invented
the Musical Box ", congratulations on
a fine piece of research and some
brilliant deductions. I would agree
with your premise that musical move-
ments with tuned teeth must have
antedated Favre's invention by rnany
vears. as I too have
ihe apparently rapid
spread of the art in
for its trade secrets
munication, You may recall my small
silver box with fusee-driven movement
and sinsle-piece comb. The hall marks
are thole bf f8I6. and there is every
reason to believe that box and move-
ment are contemporary, yet it is almost
imoossible to visualize the development
of ihis technical and musical perfection
in th 20
some 17
bea C9
move or
ing clocks unless they are integr?l parts
of-the clock movement as in the case

industry in those cities.

Member L C Thompson writes:
GEORGE WORSWICK tells me that
vou would like to see pictures of the
musical box which I have bY the
unlisted maker, Scriber ir Geneve.

So far as I can see, there are no
unusual features although I have not
yet had time to dismantle--it.-- It plays
well and the tunes are skilfully set up.
I would be interested to learn if any
other member can unearth any informa-
tion regarding this maker.

I haue been unable to trace anA
reference to this maker. The style of
box and tune-sheet is lamiliar to me,
houeuer. I uonder if it is a repairer's
mark ? Editor.

Member James J Doheny writes fron
Brookfeld, Illinois:
WHEN I opened the recently-arrived
issue of The Music Box, about the only
remark I could rnake is one which is
currently used by our teenagers: " Oh

- Wow ! " When I finished reading it,
I could only repeat the remark,
doubled. In English English, it is
" Smashing " - really terrifrc,

Recalling the flak which you received
when the change in format was
announced, I want to balance it with
cornpliments on the size, layout, and
other mechanical details. It's a most
impressive publication, with excellent
layout. And so you won't feel this is
all puftery, I could even add my sole,
very trivial, negative comment. f never
Iiked calling the issues " Spring ",
" Summe! ". etc.. as " Winter " is
always too long !

Anyway, I liked it, and hope you can
keep it up.

Menber Thomas A Wade writes from
Glendale, Ohio :

CONGRATULATIONS on a very fine
l'ournal. I didn't know such a pool of
knowledge existed on music boxes. I
became interested in music boxes many
years ago when I was a child. Then
in the late 1940's and early 1950's when
I was a student at Bowrnan's School
of Watchmaking, I bought several
cylinder music boxes, all of which were
and are in bad shape. I searched
everywhere for information on repair-
ing and could find none. Futilely, I

tried to contact someone in Switzer-
land through correspondence fgr books
with information that I needed, all to
no avail. This was about the time Roy
Mosoriak's book came out. I had
written to Glen Heckert and received
a very lengthy letter back, but I had
so many unanswered questions I became
discouraged and put my boxes aside for
a later time.

One of the boxes is an early key-
wind. This is the one I need the most
information on. The case is 21" long
by 8l-" wide and 62" hieh, no inner
glass. It has a drop-down flap on one
end and there is a partition divider in
the other which I assume is for the
key. It has a very elaborate rosewood
inlay on the top and front. The brass
bed plate has 7929 stamped into the
upper left corner. Under the comb,
very lightly scratched in script, is a
signature which looks like H. Mattes
or Mattis and the date 1880. The
cylinder is 3*" in diameter and L3"
long. The tune change wheel has six
teeth with three steps being repeated
with three more the same height,
indicating it plays just three tunes,
perhaps overtures. The comb itself is
extremely fine with 240 teeth, twenty
of which are broken oft. The barrel
that came with it matches the main
drive gear, but the center distance
between the barrel and the main drive
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I could get an idea on exactly what
the parts look like, but he didn't have
any quite like m,ine. As the pictures
indicate, my end flap has a lock on it
and it is much shorter in height .han

any of his, indicating mine might be a
Mouline Ain6. As I have never seen
one of these boxes, I would not know
it. I would gireatly appreciate any
information you could supply me.

A saleroom correspondent writes from
Buckingh"m:
I THOUGHT that you might be
interested in details of what must
surely be something of a record for the
price reached by an English chamber
barrel organ in a provincial sale.

The instrument @ictured right) was
sold by auctioneers W S Johnson & Co
on July 17 for the enormous sum of
f1.500.

The organ, which was about the
usual size of a typical English-made
instrument, was made by a hitherto
unlisted maker, William Woodward of
Birmingham, and I understand that this
dates the ound 1820.
Three ba the organ
each play the organ
had, 240 pipes plus
drum and

Saleroom
of a low to
but since th
up again.
and nasty b

barrel organs and certainly quite unlike
the conventional design of London-
made instruments. A much larger

Wilkinson organ with six barrels was
sold in a London auction recently for
750 gns.

and its supports as they are not right
either.

I visited Dr Bryon Merrick to see if
any of his music boxes were similar so

JOHN COWDEROY
ANTTQUES
42 SOUTH STREET

EASTBOURNE

Tel: 0323 20058 (After Hours 0323 54590)

MUSICAL BOXES, POLYPHONS,

ANTTQUE CLOCKS,

COLLECTORS ITEMS, &c.,

BOUGHT AND SOLD

ALL REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN TO

MUSTCAL BOXES,

DISC MACHINES,

AND CLOCKS

Best Values on

Musie Boxes dL
Niekelodeons

Visit our fabutrous showroom with hundreds
of old-time music ,makers for sale - at prices
which will delight collector and dealer alike.
Shipments oonstantly arriving from Europe
and around the USA. You can see, hear, and
enioy music boxes, nickelodeons, orchestrions,
circus organs and many others. You've never
seen anything like it! Open Wed.-Sat. 9-12,
I-4. Or send for FREE price list describing
hundreds of instruments for sale.
Also available : " Encyclopedia of Automatic
Musical Instruments," by Q. David Bowers.
f008 pages ! Thousands of illustrations !

Weight: 7 pounds. A fantastic treasure trove
of inJormation. A MUST for everv serious
enthusiast. $32.00 US funds postpaid.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
See us for the BEST VALUES on automatic
musical instruments. Complete worldwide
shipping facilities. Write or visit today.

Tenry Eatharay
I7I7A STANFORD,
SANTA MONICA,
CAL. 90404 USA
TeL (2r3) 82&2886
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EARLY KEY.W'INDE,R
r

THERE are many details concern-
ing musical boxes which contribute
towards their dating, the identifi-
cation of the maker, ari&the quality
of the piece. Winding, and the
method of winding, is the most
obvious of these clues.

In the closing years of the
cylinder musical box, almost all
boxes were wound using a ratchet
lever arranged inside the case along
with all controls such as stop/
start, change/repeat, and any tune
selectors or indicator as, might be
fitted. Some of Paillard's boxes
were wound by a gramophone-type
winding handle which Was detach-
able and was inserted through an
opening in the end of the case. And
the cheap, robust box built by
Cuendet-Develay, Fils et Ge in
1891 (the famed one with " IJn-
destroyable Dampers") was wound
by a large capstan-like wheel.

Before lever winding, all boxes
were wound by keys. The change-
over period has always been stated

as about 1860. but kev-wound
mechanisms have been found
which must date from as late as
1866, and lever-wind movements
haye been seen which probably
pre-date 1860 by up to five years.

Other winding systems
During this change-over period,

other systems of winding were
tried. One was a detachable winder
which looked like a small wooden-
handled right-angled socket span-
ner. This really is just what it was,
It fitted on to the square-sectioned
winding arbor of the spring just as
an ordinary key, but by pumping it
backwards and forwards, it
operated like the subsequent lever.

Another variety of lever/handle
wind was introduced by Capt in
his large quality boxes. We might
term this " sewing-machine-wind-
ing " since the handle was hinged
so that it could fold over itself and
fit flush into a recess provided. The
handle was fitted to a vertical shaft

with bevel gears to the spring
arbor and was turned in a hori-
zontal plane. Paillard also used a
similar system for some of their
very large, custom-made inter-
changeables.

The early key-winders, however,
represent for many the m o s t
attractive period of musical box
manufacture. Pl ain fruitwood
cases, simple lid hinged (in some
just a pair of staples and a loop of
wire) and a thumb catch rather
than a lock, conceal a mechanism
which fills the box almost com-
pletely. Soft, mellow tone and
well-arranged music single the key-
winder out as a collectors' item.

The one seen here is a four-air
specimen by Lecoultre and bears
the number 1429. The inner motor
bridge is cut short level with the
comb and the escapement displays
typically fine work. There are no
comb-screw washers, and the case
screws are cheese-headed with
small plain washers.
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SVIe k an rs/a qTlus i K flVIu s e u m
Glees O. Fdbcrg Q. Devll Bowen IeL (il) 22 2t 22

Yesterbrogade 150 I Copenhagen / Denmork

Dozens - that's right, dozens - of Symphonions ! Dozens
liopes ! PIus dozens of other disc inuiic boxes as well.
ese and hundreds of other automatic musical instruments
Mekanisk Mus

apprecia
r dealer
publishe
eview "

and we will refund your money - and vou
all real,ly active MBSGB meribers ar6 on
include y.ou:_yog e consider to be the very best buvs in the
business ! By th some interestine a,rticle's iJ *.ii'_:;;;
rssues reat_urlng n our field as Aithur W. I. G. Ord_ffume,
Graham Webb, and Harvey Roehl.

Right now we have available in stock
easy shipping arrangements to Great Bri
instruments of all kinds - disc music box

ftli,'i"l,"':t
items are lo

hagen. However, qo advance notice is requ
of instruments. The museum is open da-il

are [ff?,,:ji','."rT,ilLtl,ii.l'il"#,"fff#"HiAn riiUeig and e. orvid Bowers, air;;i;;, ;ithe - s. Oy9"r the y:ears it i", U"""';;-;1.;;;to have help-build-some,of, the very finest collectioni around the world-i""i tomention supplying large dealers' stocks in America, Europe, and elsewtrii". W. iootforward to heaning from YOU !
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continued from page 95

dark outline formed by the ageing
bulk of Alexandra Palace with its
now-redundant TV mast on the
tower where two men from
Zschopau spent the First World
War years.

Arthur Ficker lived to see the
po'st-war success of his business
and died in December, 1966. So
did Cur't Herzog who died in 1956.
Their two sons, still hold the Lug-
tons reigns, Walter Ficker as
managing director, and Charles
Herzog as ohairman, now partially
retired. Hanging on the ruall in

the entrance hall right now is that
historic picture of the jovial
character listening to a phono-
graph-a picture probably s€en
by Charles Brun of Nicole Freres,
Henry Klein of long-term Polyphon
fame, and many an original pur-
chaser of a Polyphon, Regina or
Symphonista. Truly hi-fi,'nineties
style ! And if you are privileged
to enter Walter Ficker's office,
you'll find a cylinder phonograph
on a shelf.

This history of a famed organisa-
tion would not have been able to
have been compiled had it not
been for the enthusias,tic help

received from Walter Ficker,
Charles Herz,og and Chris Pickard
who is ,the deputy managing
director and, at 67, is the self-
proclaimed youngster in the Lug-
tons management team. He's only
been with the company since
1932 The pictures of the
New Pol,yphon Supply Company's
Newman Street showroom are
from the Lugtons aohives. Both
pictures survived two major fires
and rthe bombing and were
blackened by soot and smoke until
cleaned for reproduction (for the
firs( time ever) on these pages.
History only just survived!

Prlnted for The Muslcal Box Society of Great Britain by Thaoet Printioa Worls| Ramsgate, Kent.
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Sotheby's Belsravia
Sale by auction

Tuesday, znd December, rg75 Lt ro;1o am

MechanicalMusic
including

the three items illustrated, a collection of 7 inch Berliner records,
the H.H. Annand Collecti.,on of Phonographs, Cylinders and Discs, Part I,
_ ?n^Opgraphone gramophone, an H.I\I.V. Lumidre gramophone,

an E.N{.G. Mark IX gramophone, an E re,

atl
a John Hicks box,

a Nichole Frdres Overture cylinder musical box, No. 2421,9,
a Xlojon Nlanger and Co. Grand Format cylinder musical box,

a Flute Voix Ceiestes cylindet musical box, an interchangeable cylinder musical box on stand,
a r^te Piece i Oiseau cylinder musical box

and ovet one hundred other lots of l{echanical Music

An extremell rare weigbt-driaen
Tinfoil pbonograplt, c. t 880

An Edison Ambarola rA pbonograplt
serial No, r9z1

A large Nicltole FriretOrcbe:tral
interebangeabh cllinder mssic box n itb

accom parui ng Cabiw t containi ng z 1
mlinfurs

Viewing three days pdor to sale, including Saturday zgth Novembet, g.jo am - 4 pm
I / hrc tra te d Cata logte : f, r

. Sotheby's Belgravia, r9 Motcomb Street, London SNfrX gLB
Telepbone: or-235 431 Telex: London 244t4 Telegrams: Gavel, London
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